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Las Crisces. The property has a THE U. S. SENATE HAS
ations are also being formed. The MUST BE ANOTHER
NEW MEXICO
large brick house and is surrounded
LOAN IS OPINION
THE PEACE TREATY CONSTRUCTION
following new companies have been
by trees and flowers such as but
incorporated this week:
GENERALLY HELD
few homes in the valley can boast.
When Senator Lodge reported to
La Jara Basin Oil Company, Mag
Mr. Kagan will probably buy a rh
Oscar Rede-manat that he had f,fi a rnni
NEWS REVIEW
STARTS ON FEDERAL
Statement
TIONS MADE FOR ALL dalena. Incorporators:J. H.
by Secretary Glass that
larger tract and remain in the val j0 the treaty submitted to Germany,
Jose y Aragon,
Quinn, F. there will not be another loan is by
wc
E. Butler, and E.-.
"imimcu. mere was a sensation, the treaty
Mayo, Magda-len- no means taken at par.
paid in cash for the property, the has been carefully withheld from the
N. M.
of Ohio has
ROAD PROJECTS
THE STATE LAND El Dorado Oil and Gas Company, Representative Fessfigures
consideration
around
ten Senators and the blame for this action
BERNALILLO
being
in this
interesting
thousand dollars. Mr. Stolt comes 4i,j at the door of Lloyd George,
Santa Fe, N. M, Incorporators: prepared
relation.
well recommended
financial cir- - Senator Hitehcook at once demanded
Eduardo M. Otero, Los Lunas; MaThe teamsters' strike is felt by cles, and will no by
"By May 1st," said Mr. Fess to
doubt be a big an investigation of the leat and
and day, the fifth
nuel R Otero, Albuquerque;
it
loan had al the city. City Manager A. R-Liberty
asset to the business interests of Senate agreed to it. Senator John - 'MORE FEDERAL AID PRO- FOUR KSW OIL COMPANIES Frank W. Parker, Santa Fe. The in ready been drawn upon or anticiannounced that the strike
son asked that the .Senate be fur
corporators are directors and have pated, leaving but $2226.000.000. had halted street sprinkling . and the valley. Las Cruces Republic.
JECTS UNDER INVESTIGA-HOW- .
ORGANIZED IN THIS STATE named the following additional di That fund can not be increased in cleaning because of the fact that the
nished a copy of the treaty and this
:
E. C Houghton,
Mesilla any way outside of another loan ex. city employs teams for the work New Hotel for Crucaa
was agreed to.
resolution
rectors
FAEM1NGT0N-ALBD-QUERQUCORWTN DISCUSSES Park; Victor Culberson, Silver City;
A.
A new $50,000 hotel ten blocks of
Then Senator Borah a day later
through the customs duties and under contract from the companies new
cept
L.
a
concrete road from jumped into the lime liht by startHall. Chama.
ROAD STARTS
paving,
the income and excess profits tax. against whom the movement of the
BILLING FOB OIL IN G EN- H.
the Texas line and at least three ing to read the treaty in the Senate.
Crtrcej Oil Corporation, Lai Cru We have the estimates offered that union is directed.
POR
CONSTRUCTION
oil
N.
M.
of
few
a
Alfreil
the
The
Democrats
are
.
wells,
most
ces,
SEAL
vigIncorporators:
things
this income can not go beyond the The city manager said that the
objected
Tinally, W. P. Brady, W. W. Bridges, $4.OOO,(j0O,O0O mark. In looking over motor street flusher ordered by the in immediate prospects for Las Cru- orously without success. The treaty
was read into the record and in a few
of El Paso and Frank M. Hayner, the monthly expenditures beginning city had been shipped from Oregon, ces now.
The new hotel will occupy a site days will reach every part of the The State Highway Department
A very timely article on drilling George M. Frenger, and Robert P. with December last, these are the III., Friday and that he expected it
of Las Cruces.
has made snbstant al increases in the
to arrive here in ten days. The city on Main str and will be a thorough- country.
figures:
for oil by A. F. Corwin is of interest Porter
r
Sixty-FouThe investigation of the leak was office and field forces the past week.
Land and Oil Company,
then will not be dependent upon the ly modern structure in every resDecember, $2,000,000,000.
and the State Record is her re- Clovis,
N.
M. Incorporators! F. H.
Elihu Root came More Federal aid road oroiects are
pect. Architests are now engaged not sensational.
January, 1919, $1,962,000,000, in round transfer companies for sprinkling.
printing part of his article.
John O. Pritchard, and C. A numbers.
It was announced also by the city ni drawing the plans and the con- vo'imtarily before the committee and iheint; iuvestigated with a view of
"It is the policy of most companies Rowed,
in
will
tracts
let
a
time.
Scheurich of Clovis and Robert C.
ne
now
bet
came
short
ot making a comprehensive state high- toiri
into
manager that a carload of water
to lease and not to purchase land, Orchard and Claude N. Wilson of February. $1.189,000000.
Final surveys of the ten blocks a copy through regular possession
channels. He way system. Leslie A. Gillett, the
be laid in advance of par
to
March,
$1.3f,000,0r.
inpipe,
leases
these
though frequently
on which new paving is to be laid, had received the copy from H. P. highway engineer, continues to spend
Brlen.
April, $1,450,000,000.
ing, would be shipped on July 2.
clude all the mineral rights. The
have been made and bids are be- Davidson, chairman of the Inter much time in the field on road nut-terThe Sunshine State Oil and Re
Up to the 20th of this month, Albuquerque Journal.
land owner receives a cash bonus, fining Company has
filed notice with
ing received. Actual work will start national Red Cross league, who had
The county authorities are
the amount paid per acre varying the Corporation Commission that the $730,000,000.
in a few weeks. Bids are also be received it because of the interest of taking a keen
interest in the roaJ
charge on the TreasCHAVES
very wide I r according to local con. registered office of the company has "Theis monthly
ing received on the first link of the the Red Cross involved in the treaty. program in their respective counties
about $1,400,000,000. I read
ury
actions ant relative values,
ine been transferred from Artesia to from
new
concrete
road
from
Las
Cruces Financiers and others called as wit and are anxious to
with
the last report, the May reterms of the lease designate a fixe J Roswell, N. M. G. C. Jansen is preA deal has Just been consummated to Anthony and it is expected that nesses had not seen a copy. This the state
highway department in deport, of the Federal Reserve Board: whereby
annual rental, which continues until sident, M. A. Bundy
W.
R.
Hewes
has
become
be
this
will
will
end
fall.
this
and
no
doubt. The veloping better systematic road concompleted by
matter,
secretary
"Practically the entire income and
the property Is developed and the P. G. Keyes
copy Senator Borah read into the struction.
funds of department will be needed the owner of the old L. R, Smith
statutory agent.
owner usually retains a
of
This
northeast
the
record
was
place
city.
back
Saata Fe Trail
brought
by a Chica
for the purposes of the steadily re
EDDY
royalty interest in the oil which may NATION-WIDwas formerly owned by Mrs
go irfbune correspondent. Copies
Contractors Mishou & Millard of
TELEGRAPHto bear place
k discovered. The title of the procurring demands brought
H. H.
is one of the best
are available in Europe after the Pueblo, Colo., have received their
ERS'
upon it for maturing indebtedness known Keith andin the
NOT
STRIKE IS
perty is searched and all defects
valley. The Feed Crops Esaaiiaat
places
outfit and have begun work on Fedtreaty was given to the Germans.
VERY
SUCCESSFUL and for current expenditures, which consideration
cored as far as possible before any
was
made
not
Senator Knox of Pennsylvania stir eral aid project No. 3 from Santa
poblic Figures given out by the ReclamaaVe now running at about
operations are started on the proRecord.
Roswell
tion Service of shipments of hay from red up things further by introducing Fe to Pankey't gate. The Midland
per month. Any further inThe members of the Commercial
perty.
Project points go to prove that the a resolution that the league of na- Bridge Company, which has the conwill, accordingly
"The cost of the first well in a new Telegraphers Union were ordered out crease in expenses from
first crop of alfalfa this year will tion matter should not be included tract for the construction of the
COLFAX
of
be
made
to
have
proceeds
likclv
is
where
the
over
all
the country Wednesday
depth
district,
and bridges on this stretch of
sale of
average about a ton to the acre, some in the treaty. All this fnss is the
to be around 3,000 feet, may amount morning. The number that actually new financing, involving the as
fields going as high as a ton and result of the extreme secrecy re- road are getting ready for work. It
cirJekaaea Meaa Meats
to considerable more than SS0.00Q, responded was smalL The telegraph additional notes or bonds,
a half.
Up to last week, 179 cars tarding the provisions of the treatv. it necessary that they build tha
The farmers of Johnson Mesa will of
and the well may require a year n' companies continued business with cumstances may require.
hay had been shipped from Carls- This could all have been avoided by bridges and eulvertt promptly that
more to drill.
assemble at the Central school house
little interference. Union officials
with about a little more consideration of the the surfacing work may not be debad, Otis and I.ovin
oa Tuesday, June 17th, for the pur- 25
"If the well is to be more than claimed however, that ninety per cent REFERENDUM PETITION
cent of the cutting still in Senate which in the end must ratify layed.
1300 feet deep a derrick is built, but of the wire employes would respond
ON PROHIBITION FILED pose primarily to take action oa the the per
hands of the growers.
Maacalere Saads Read
Loving the treaty.
for a shallow hole a portable dril-S- a to the strike order. How the strike
proposition of
community ware
84 cars; Otis 66. and CarlsAll the machinery needed for conmachine is generally used.
will develop remains to be seen.
The New Mexico "wets" filed a house aad potato storage to be pro- shipped
2.
bad
The
struction of Federal aid project No.
average price paid th. THE PEACE CONFERENCE
'History records that the first oil
petition with the secretary of state vided at Yankee.
R
will be around $19.50, with
across the Mescalero sands in
well on record was dug by Job in LABOR FAVORS REPEAL
The mesa is rapidly developing the growers
IS MARKING TIME Chaves
asking for a popular vote
yesterday
some
sales
as
made
as
being
high
J. A.
County has arrived.
Chinese
seem
a
Biblical
The
to
times.
if
is
and
to
it
be
election
on
national
the
next
potato industry,
regular
v
$21.50 per ton. At present the farm
OF WAR PROHIBITION
the superintendent of
Klassner,
.
have been the first people to 10 acThe
armistice
amendment
ratified
ended
the
undertaking,
by
profitable
supposedly
prohibition
has his force organized.
ing country never looked better at war on November
11.
tual drilling. In the mediaeval times The American Federation of Labor the legislature at its last session. facilities for grading, storing, and this
1918.
The construction
season of the year, and from
Construction will begin on the 16th
Powers
were
Central
and
they had tools which were capable in session in Atlanta has gone on The petition is signed by 15,000 votes, loading must be provided at the indications the year 1919
whipped
will be even
and be
to completion.
This
a dept of more
of reaching
than record by a larg
where prompt shipments more
the terms of the armistice is a six pushed
and one-hamile link in
majority in favor J.UW more than the constitutional trackside,
profitable to the farmers thin accepted
ljOOO feet
and by that means be were 1917
without
be
It
was
taken
for
made,
quibbling.
may
23-- 4
requirement.
deof
In
'18.
beer.
cent
and
the
road.
the
per
many clever drilling' flate Samuel
"Although
The constitution provides for a re- able to hold the district trade when
granted that the Central Powers at
Santa Fa Canyon Road
Gompers, president of ferendum
n
methods
have been invented
that time were ready to accept alof any measure passed by it is secured. Raton Range.
:
the
From
tune
said
s
Construction
federation
the
of
Ninety-seve- n
th
cars of cattle and most any kind of
modern times, the oil fraternity hsv
peace. But there road up the canyon from important
of the signing of the declaration of the legislature on the petit on of 25
Santa Fe
cars of sheep were shipped from was much
three
two
a
By
coincidence,
finally adopted and standardized to
the
before
singular
voter.
the
cent
jockeying
peace is well under way under the supof
legal
Independence and the conception ot per
Carlsbad and Avalon pens during conference
the
thrir use two general types of drill- the
one
travel
of
women,
and
of
set
number
couple
The
couples
total,
petitioners
'got together
ervision of county road superinten- constitution of the United States.
the month of May.
tled down to work in Paris.
ing equipment, i. e, the rotary and
signing the petition is 14,786, distrib ing from Tampa, Ha, to Denver
trnt Thorpe. Nearly all of the sum
The car load of goats shipped by all this time there has been During
cable tools. The cable tools are best the prohibition question is the first uted
from
other
the
afoot
and
much
counties
the
the
traveling
state
of
among
has ever actually involved dein a big Packard Mr. McCollotn last week from the talk about a league of nations to of $1.50000. contributed by Santa Fe
Denver
to
adapted to "wild cat" wells and are that
Chaves.
Tampa
as
follows:
Bernslillo,
it) tha most general use where the nial of the right of people to do 521 ; Colfax, 831 ; Curry, 368; De Baca. car, met m Katon last week and Carlsbad pens brought $8.65 on the prevent all future wariare. The citirens, has been raised. The For
est Service contributes $1,500,001
foranation is rather hard. With this things.
notes on the experiences Kansas City markets.
league of nations idea became the
''What is going to happen if the 175 ; Dona Avia, 762; Eddy, 223; Grant, exchanged
Colorado Una Road
had had on their journeys thus
matter and its constitution ItRatoa to that
system which is often spoken of as habits
they
trading
159;
7;
Hidalgo,
980;
Guadalupe,
of
are
the
work will soon be- people
suddenly
appears
the standard rig outfit, wells have
J. D. Rice and family are busy a a part of the treaty of peace.. .
tar. The autoirtg women were mem
M6: Luna, 364; McKin-leLincoln,
76;
m
atHe
over
called
gm-link ia the
this
changed
'
night?"
important
a
A.
ith
been drilled to a depth of more that
A.
A.
and
having
targe
of
bers
the
crop,
cherry
of
terms
Alter
stopped
the
many
days
309; Mora, 687; Otero, 253; Quay,
cemc Higtiway of ten miles from
tention to the spread of bolshevism
can
date.
7SM feet
sold
1,200
to
of
information
on
was
They
state
pounds
the
be
to
submitted
to
to
peace
Rio
ready
get
206;
492;
Arriba, 616; Roosevelt,
from the trees. It the Germans. They came and were Raton to the Colorado sCatc Una
"The tools are attached by means in Russia, though he was not preSandoval, 427; Santa Fe. 746; San the roads south. The foot travelers hardly abe missedforce
alf a rope socket to a heavy maniia pared to say that prohibition of
much fun keeps
targe
busy gathering told. It was understood that Ger- This road has become very had. tha
be
to
as
appeared
getting
388;
Socorro.
1,456:
Sierra,
Miguel,
or a wire rope, which in turn is con- cohol and bolshevism were cause and 805;
as the women who to supply the home market. Hope many must sign the terms as present- cheap construction of previous years
of
their
out
trip
Union
447;
Torrance.'
398;
Taos,
been worn out. It it the
nected to the end of a walking beam. effsct
ed without
were
traveling de luxe. Raton Press.
any discussion. But havingto build a permanent highway.
418; Valencia. 507.
The drilling is accomplished by a
did not sign. For weeks plan
Range.
Germany
is
This
the entrance to New Mex
crushing and churning action rather CRIME UNPUNISHED
Lee Prude of El Paso recently notes have passed back and forth
than cutting the rock, as the (ace
REDS ARE IMMUNE THE STATE COLLEGE
The spring term of the District purchased 1,000 steers at Hope, The and no date has been definitely fixed ico from the north and carries a
HAD SUCCESSFUL YEAR Court for Colfax
heavy travel.
of the bit is quite blunt.
cdunty, covering a prices were $33 and $40. The steers for final action.
Sarvaya
"The rotary system was perfected Last December Philadelphia was
The Austrians were sent for to re
of
Me scale ro
three
sent
weeks,
are
to
be
to
the
adjourned
period
A number of projects are being
The school year just closed is the without a prisoner for the penitenia the Gulf coast field and has not the scene of a number of bomb outceive their doom. They came and
range for pasture.
submit
to
to the Federal
shaped
up
been in common use more than rages. One man was arrested, but most successful the State College tiary. This Is the first time this has
were handed only a part of what will
fifteen years. Its special advantage later released.
Some weeks ago has ever had, according to Dr. Austin occurred in years. A number of
McMil be the final treaty. In their case Bureau of roads. Hie final location
at
The
reservoirs
storage
is speed in soft or caving formabombs were sent by parcel post to D. Crile, the president. Since the minor convictions were had bnt in lan and Avalon contain over 45.000 no signing is possible tilt the whole survey of Federal aid Project No
Later tha
It consists of a perforated leading citizens. Not one arrest was first of July until the 30th of June these cases Judge Leib suspended acre feet, and spilling, every day. The treaty is before the Austrian coto-- lit is ready to
tion.
plans, specif irat inns, and estimates
tail bit scscwed to a string made and apparently no clue obtain-ed- . of this year, there have beeu sol- sentence. Springer Stockman.
about 1500 second
ssion.
discharged
river
will
to
number
for
of
final apgo
Washington
"drill pipe", which projects up
The third attempt only a few diers and civilians to the
feet of water during the month of When the peace conference first
This is an Eddy county oro- through the derrick platform and is days ago was most bald in placing one thousand in attendance.
CURRY
May, and the reservoirs were drawn began work all the allies were par-ti- e proval.
from
Carlsbad
Lea
to
no
the
the
Boun
For
rechanges
rotated at tfia rate of about 200
coming year
bombs before the homes of offensive
on very heavily for irrigation during
to the consideration of every ject
mat
volutions per minute by a turntable. officials. So far nothing has been are contemplated in the teaching
Project No. 2.ru. a six
month. Altogether, the outlook thing. Later the smaller allies were ty line.
that
a
i
Hurler favorable conditions a good found to established who the per- force af the College. By the open- Largest Wheat Crop Raited
r.V .
for a continuance of plenty of vaster eliminated and the big four became
"-..Farmers of Curry county are getrteord for the cable tools is seventy petrators were.
ing of the fail term a new dormitory
durfng the growing season is vary, the whole show. But even the big
rr 7.
.I
,B
feet of bole ia a shift, but it ia The pinch landed effioieoay of the wilt be completed. This is modern ting ready fbr the grain harvest bright Carlsbad Argus.
four have not gotten on at expected.
than construction may,
qsute own bum for a rotary to drill Federal sense service 'is apparently and ueaea heated providing excell- which win commence within a few
not get all it it hoped
Because
could
Italy
1920.
in
The
start
machines are being put
M) feet in twelve hours. The tools unable to cope with tie modern ent accomodations far students, who weeks.
Structural steel for the new James wanted on the Adriatic, the Italians
Preliminary surveys are soon to
have to be pulled out at frequent in- brand of home and foreign radicals. live at the Obtlrge. It it also plan-- 1 into repair and no pains wilt be building has arrived, as did several went home. In time they come bark,
.
be made of Federal project No.
coun.
save
tae
crop.
urry
,r.
..t.:
tervals and a fresh bit put on, at It is eanoeaous time to aKow radi ned to rurtMsh the boardiag. balls spared to
i...
from Texko via Clevis south to tint
with liberal supplies of farm, dairy ty Will raise the largest wheat crop
the hole has
difficult to ret these part in the nrnreedmv. thm.trh
h
tendency to become cats to flourish.
'-and
Nb.
county line
and poultry products, and home
narrower as the bit wears. The prinof
.,n
modified
have
to
not
the
5Ioosevelt
rate
claims
their
owinB
to
high
wages
"!i
n,,torJjdays.
. D project
. -- 1
.a,
k
fr, m I i . n
f
grown meats the coming year.
cipal delays ia the ordinary routine NEW MEXICO CENTRAL
"'"rIII 1IIC UIK IIIIKI.
VH IIIV IIVHl territory on the Adriatic.
,
I.ViK
a
7
k
-will
fall
more
market
the
farmers
outlook
for
The
are caused by. changing tools and
the
"
-'
a
coming year
of the building hat begun, and from
There is areat manv thmffa iti
E
is promising, according to President than a million dollars worth if pres- the appearance of what hat already to be settled as the peace conference the hut roads in the state
netting casang.
Faraaiaetaa-Albaaaaraa- a
Raad
"The well is lined from top to After several months trial af a Crile and accommodations are being ent indications count for anything. been done, when completed the build is trying to
the map of the
The taw establishing th't road probottom with casing or pipe. If a daily
accordingly.
worm
oe
a
prepared
enure
nanatomc
are
one,
win
very
between
service
ing
Many
peoples
passeager
vided
for
a
Oat Crop Fiaa
special levy by Beraa-litl- o
3JUQ foot well is started with S'A Santa Fe and
for fighting lust ly in much of Europe.
equipped with all convenience
Torrance, the New
-.
SanHnvat W
Ar,;K, Q
avch casing It usually is finished Mexico
have
Dennis
on
Bros,
at
CONDITIONS
CROP
display
offices.
Carlsbad
the
discussions
while
Argus.
proceed
Central
returns to the
"i counties This lew ha already beea
with sia or eight inch casing. It ia
WEEK ENDING JUNE lath the Union Mortgage Co, a sample
Pans
between
these
service
aefilom practical to continue drilling
of fine oats taken from tha field A $1SS Vaalt
,n"e
On the whole the outlook for a world
. PJ"Under the new sahedale oi
when a smaller s.se casing would points.
The week hemn cool hut herame! growsng on their farm which C. E. The vault buitt by George M peace in the immediate fu'ure is quite
connection is made with imtrains
this levy to
Ik reqaired.
,..,,, There
moderate to warm with local show- - Dennis says should make between Whitead. on the Dr.
J. Boatman
already
through trains on the Santa ers.
a well that is drilled in a favor portant
It wat generally favorable ex forty apd sixty bushels per acre.
Fe
at
and
and
at
Willard
Kennedy
'"en
U
'"
that act.al
awl
locality does not strike water
with the E. P. at S. W. and cept that greater warmth and show- There was not a great deal of oats pleted and
pronounced bvl'uc' farfatW wariare. China
h
on
m the en sand, but makes a much Torrance
ers are needed in some central and planted in the county this spring but
tea r tki.
one of the handed a lemon. Japan it much dis- the Rock Island.
to
Xa
judge,
competent
scantier production than anticipated,
for southern districts for range and dry those that did put in an acreage,
finest pieces of work to be found gmnriea oecause tis oemaaa tot
Santa
Read
it ia the common practice to "shoot" theWith the year of plenty ahead the
Farther reports of frost now have the prospect of a goo J anywhere
farming.
in the west. The entire equality of racea was not granted
farmers and stockmen along
One-nai- f
nvle of very heavy earn- News.
it with nitroglycerine. Any one who
Clevis
yield.
indicate
was
that
it
of
United
That
the
the
damage
on
outis
finished
people
mastly
the
ft
is
bosiness
structure
will
that
expected
sua watched farmers blow np tree line,
side in white, white the interior iv
Improve
materially. Improve- confined to tender garden track.
Will Pave It Black
stamps with only a lew drops of this ments of very
enameled in a very delicate shade is clear The hope of keeping a. out ptrted Iby the extavtrt force now
the track it progressing. beans, field tomatoes, melons and Clovis
Council
tat
The
the
contract
et
oxplotive, may imagine what the efCity
vines. Planting of beant continues
lace curtains grace of entangling alliances lie with the
blue.
of
Dainty
There are
ployed on this work.
fect of 80 quarts would produce at ILLINOIS RATIFIES
and tome replanting, along with eat last week for the construction of the windows in the sides, and a II. S. Senate
around fifty convicts at work oo thai
the bottom of an eight inch hole.
tivation of core and the first cut' ten blocks of paving in Clovis. This picture of Mrs. Boatman hangs above
AMENDMENT
SUFFRAGE
road
The flush production of a new
ting of alfalfa in north and beginning includes four blocks on Main Street, her resting place. The work cost in CONCRESS PASSES
well i always much greater than
ot second in south. Winter wheat four blocks on Grand Avenue and the neighborhood of $1509.00 and is
amendment
woman's
The
aaffrage
IMPORTANT
BILU
it
ato settled flow it makes after
blocks on Monroe Avenue. The an ornament to the
RFCENTS
of the legislature is ripening rapidly aad harvest has two
city cemetery.
i several years old. Only large passed both booses
ELECTED
OFFICERS
be run m southern valleys. Ranges bids were opened with close com- Carlsbad Argus.
week.
is
tUcmis'tnii
in
This
the
The
appro-- !
railroad
hill,
deficiency
the
from
wells flow naturally. A gusher
between
bids
the
to ratify the amendment continue good generally and stock petition
..
$750.000.00000.
n
hat
c...- priating
i
d
Tk.
t
Bitulithic
and
a pumper when it falls to B0 first state
the
contractors
people
)
well; with good percentage of
Efforts are being made to call special
It took the Sefate
I both houses.
GRANT
who wilt use brick, the latter being
in Alhnquerqne'ye.
or 200 barrels. It is impossible to sessions
'(Tnsvenity
in
calves.
increase
act
of
state
to
...
.1
w..
.nr i m i.
v
about $1,100 higher for the entire
.,.,.:
Nathan Jaffa of Roswell
lay down any general roles about on the amendment. legislatures
The money is urgently needed by the ,crj,
w
work. After considering both conthe dividing line between a dry hole The
c,ctrd president and Dr. I A.
mill of the Phelps Dodge Ra'troad
The
CITY COMMISSIONER OF
and
Wsccmnin
big
of
legislatures
administration.
see- ana a small well. In Mexico a well
tracts, the council voted to use the Corporation at Tyrone was shut
Reidy of Albuquerque
ALBUQUERQUE APPOINTED brick
Michigan have ratified the Woman's
and awarded the contract to down last week for an indefinite The Kefogg hill, restornsr the rateiretarv and treasurer. The new
snaking S9 or 100 barrels of oil per Suffrage amendment, following the
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Nets and Knut Turn Over Snuff,
boxes When Told to
"Shell Out"

ARE

Chicago. It will be some time bo
fore Nels 01 sen and Knut Anderson,
descendants of the noble vikings, attempt to play another practical Joke
on a pair of holdup men. First they
will have to recover from their paroxysms of sneezing, superinduced by
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snuff. Nels and Knut are still
and their eyes are red and
watery.
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escape
ly in connection with the outcome of
of Itolshe-vikis
the
countries with the
That
feast
that
be lu an iilllaii-- with Germany.
greeted a
an
automobile.
the peace negotiations, but which will
Kussla and enemy countries. Tin
Wanta Troop on Border.
weary hobo In the Jackson county Jail
be
er
overanother attempt to
Mr. Stock Wins Suit.
actually
control exercised over foreign ex
Washington.
Declaring that the and, surprised at the generosity of the
Over 60,000 Volunteer.
I .os Angeles, Calif.
f throw the government.
The
Mexican situation la so critical that a Jackson county sheriff but hungry-- he
change was terminated.
v ssningion. r iny tiiousand
Albert E. Snyder of San Francisco to
re- larger force of troop on the border Is
turned to and cleaned up on the
Red Army Kill Peasants.
Returned to Private Owners.
have his mother, Mrs. Clara Iluldwln
cruits for the army of occupation have necessary to protect lives and property bones ere the rightful occupant of the
Vienna. Three thousand ieaftants.
Postmaster (Jeneral !
obtained. General March, chief of citizen. Governor Hobby of Texas cell returned and thereby hangs tho
Washington.
Stocker, declared iucoinctcnt to han
Including women and children, have die the
estate she inherited ilturleson has Just Issued an order re- - of staff, announced that incomplete ha requested Secretary Raker to call tsle.
been shot or banged by the Hed army from her$lo,tm,ii
showed 48,023 men enrolled. Into the federal service the First and
The owner of the "feed." Earl Keith,
father, the lute K. J. (Lucky) turning the telephone and telegraph
as consequence of revolts In western Iluldwln, California
enlistments continue to Second Brigade of Texa cavalry and colored. Is In durance vile on the charge
turfman, has Iwcn systems of the country to private own- Tlirre-yea- r
accordaround
Hungary,
n
lenied by the Suerior Court.
ership, effective immediately.
predominate over one year.
to mobilize them at a convenient point of holding up the cashier of the
Ins: to news considered trustworthy
Iron
Metal company in broad
here.
received
teen
has
.which
Horn RiHe Asked.
U. S. Was Building Ship.
Germany Lost Itt Sub.
Airplane Ambulance.
daylight and getting away with $165.
P.asel. Germany lost 113 submarine
amT1k House of Commons, after a tw
Just as he was taken from hi eell to
Washington.
Airplane
hospital
London.
The
United
was
State
Germany May Get Into League.
during the war, according to statistics days' debate, adopted a resolution la
bulances, the army air service
on March 31 twice a much stand Investigation his faithful wife
Paris. Germany. If she signs the
will soon le In common nw. and or this branch of the (iertnaa naval favor of appointing a parliamentary building
with the feast above ennffier
aa was Great Britain, accord- appeared
shipping
e
and
servh-in
gives satisfactory standardization of such an ambulance
the Merlin
peace treaty
ated. and, not knowing how long ho
published
committee to examine and report npoa
to
a
the
will
establish
she
ing
I
that
figures
given by Lloyds' would be absent, she left the basket
now
worked out. "The standguarantees
Zeitung. This number Included a federal resolution applicable to Eng
atable government and loyally carry ardization of the airplane ambulance seven subrosrines Interned la foreign land, Scotland and Ireland. Tbe rote Register for the first three months of In the empty cell and went away.
doubtthe
1919.
out the provisions of
Tbe total amount of all shiptreaty,
and containing equipment of the reg- iorts and fourteen destroyed by their was 187 to 84. The resolution deApprised of the bounteous repast
less will be permitted to liecomr a ular motor ambnlamvs, with some Im- own crews. More than 2,03 sailor clared that "with a view to enabling ping under construction on that date awaiting him, the netro sped back to
Nations.
tnemlKr of the Ieague of
provements," the director of the air lost their lives in the submarine sink- tbe Imiierial parliament to devote more In allied and neutral countries was his cell and found the "vag" calmly
The council of four at present has service sabL "is a step toward the In- ings, the statistics show, while several attentbiu to the Interest of tbe king given as 7,798.260
clgaret. Worst
ton. Brest Brit rolling an
considthis momentous subject under
troduction of the airplane ambulance thousand others lost their reason and dom and the empire tbe time baa ar- ain' share of this was 254345. The of all. complains Keith, the fellow took
y
eration, and from reports there
for suburban and distant use by estab- had to Is committed to lunatic asy- rived for the creation of subordinate United States was then building 4,185,-S2- bltn for a waiter and ordered him to reis no strong objection to Ger- lished hovpital.
lums.
move the dlshea and bring him a tooth
tons of shipping.
Legislatures."
many Iwlng admitted If she proves her
pic.
worthiness to membership.
Ship Values Jump.
Riots at Toledo.
Hunt Bomb Plotters.
Senate Adopts Suffrage.
Aged Man Trains Horses,
Washington. Just bow snectacalar
Toledo, Ohio. Two men were shot
of tbe
Washington.
Investigation
Action by Congress un
Washington.
Ore, William Reysjolds.
Aberdeen,
U. . Ship on Guard.
m as the rise in
tbe
values
ship
during
to death and two other were danger-ens- equal suffrsge-r-suhjeiMimli exphmions in eight cities, which
to a fight ot ploneet resident .of this city, haa just
The t'nlted State
war has been shown In
announceWashington,
duration
In
ended
wounded
forty
years'
hi
a
out
were
Intended
riot
kill
adopto
celebrated his ninety-firs- t
'
growing
public men, has ment
birthday. Mr.
government will not permit any notation by tbe Senate by a vote of 56 to ST Reynolds Is In good health and M au
by the war risk bsres that tbe of tbe labor disturbances
0
here
secret
chiefs
convinced
service
Involving
tion whateTer of Xicarajruan terriStandard Oil Company's steamer Joha
of
'
tbe
constitutional
amendtrains'
Anthony
hursts
d
expert horseman. He
.employes of the
ment resolution. The
tory, either fcy Costa Rican or exiled that the outrages had a common II. Archbold, first ship insured by tbe Automobile
amend and nearly always has one tralnlac for
Company. Tbe victims, ment,- - adopted by proposed
Xk-who bare found refuge in source, and that fliey iroably ran be government agency, waa protected by
the House by riding 'or for circus purposes.
Costa Rica, where they hare carried classed as an unsuccessful attempt on a policy for 1770.000 la 1914, but wbea presumably idle employes of tbe coin a vote of 304 to 89, May 21. as the first
n Iptrtgue an Inst the government. 'the part of a still uuknnwn ansrrbistlr she was torpedoed In. 1917 her insur- psny, were killed by vjieefcarged sol- act of the new Congress, now goes to
Holt, Jn Her Head.
officials
made jrross to rrsiHue a campaign of terror- ance had been Increased to I23n0,000. diers who are guarding tbe ptaaL-ThTnia
ther states, ratification by legislatures
gwrernmenti
Loo Aiigeles. "What's tbe'maWerT"
with tbe May day attempt Tbe marine and seamen's division paid kftltng was tbe culmination of three of three-fourt-h
known, has warship on eac coast of ism
which
Is required asked tbe surgeon when Helen Gal
of
Klcaragna, with a sufficient Bomber to deliver a series of infernal mactiine kisses on 152 vessels with
tonnage riots which resulted in la Jury to thir- for Its hicorporatloa In tbe federal eos
tried suicide. "I have a hole In
a.
of marine ready t bo landed to pea- through the mall out of New Tork.
275
on
and
teen
Uvea.
of 9B7fif
stlratJon,
person
my bead and toy tamper got away,"
sant an Invasion of Nicaragua fcy
was her answer.
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steers, eh. to prime. ..I14.6O01B.JJ
good to choice.
steers, fair to good... 11.6012.6J
12.00 &12.7J
Heifers, prima
Cows, fat, good to choice.. UtSf11-- '
10.00
XI.6J
Cows, fair to good
Cows, medium to fair
1.60
Cows, canners
Bull
7.5010.0SVeal calves
14.6016.0
Feeders, (rood to choice... 12.50 to 14. OJ
Feeders, fair to good.
11.00ll.
Stockers, good to choice.. 10.00 10.8
1.50 010.5
Stockers, fair to good

Fat steers,
Fat

0f

lloss.

Good hogs

20.10

115.75

llfrht.. . .fl.. . .1T.B01-016.5017.25
fat. heavy
Lambs, ft,
13.7
13.00
Ewes, good to
choice
Dressed Poultry.
Tho
prices on dressed poultry arefollowing
npt P n n n.nvr!
S
eiT
Turkeys. No. 1
s
38
Turkeys, old tome
35
Turkeys, choice
31
Hens, lb
924
Ducka, young
18
32
Geese
Roosters
....15 felt
T.ambe,

Live Poultry,
lbs. or over

Turkeys,
Hens
Ducks

t

Broilers,

1919

,

Geese
Cox

,

ess

4

2I

27

2S

.20

It

17
41

It
Rates.

EfTR-a-

count

strictly fresh, case

10.7511.(
Hatter.
Ct
Creameries, ex. 1st grade. lb.
55
Creameries, 2d grade
61
Process butter
41
Packing stock
Vegetables.

,
t .10.11U
Asparagus, Colo
1.00 & 1.0
Beans, Navy, cwt
1.60
i.tt
Beans. Pinto, cwt.....
Beans, Lima, lb
.16 9 !lT
Beana, green, lb
.17
.16 4
Beana, wax, lb
3.600 4.00
Beets, new, cwt......
1.25
lit
Cucumbers, b. h doi...... .25
.60
Leaf lettuce, h. h., dos
.60 & !.
Lettuce, head, dos
.2
Onions, table, dos
4.0UW 1.00
Onions, new, cwt..,....-,,.- .
.1
.
.1641
Peas, new, lb
Peas, new, Telephone, lb... .12feQ.ll
7.0
t.00t
cwt.
Potatoes, new,
. 1.500 2.0
Potatoes, old, cwt.'.
.15
Kadlshes, long hothouse... .10
.5
Hadishes, rouud, hothouse.. .40 0 4.0a
Turnips, new, cwt.....;....

.......

HAY AND UHAIK.

(Prices paid farmers, f. o. b. Denver.
By U. 8. Bureau of Markets.)
Wheat, hard winter, cwt. .13.HU4jS.8Jl
2.46
Oats, white Neb. No. 3, cwt
Yellow corn. No. 3, cwt... 3.25 0 3.30
Mixed corn. No. 3, cwt.... S.2U4
Barley, No. 3, cwt
160
Feed barley, cwt
South Park hay. No. 2. ton.l8.003.6U
Alfalfa, No. 1, ton, mostly.. 25.OO027.M
.00
Straw, ton
FLOCK AM) SUGAR.
(Wholesale Prices by U. A. Bureau of
Markets.)
Wheat flour (in quarters,
halves and 100-lsacks),
16.60 05.46
per cwt.
Cornmeal, yellow and white,
4.2094.1
per cwt
10.0
Sugar, granulated, per owt.
HIDES AND PELTS.

Desver Price List,
Dry Flint Hides.
f4e
Butcher, 1 lbs. and up
340
Butcher, under 16 lbs
82o
all weights.
Bulls and slasa
20a
Culls
lsa
Dry salted hides, fc per lb. less.
to two
Dry horsehldes
thirds price of green salted.
Dry Flint Pelts.
Wool pelts'
lis
2Sa
Short wool pelts..;
22o
Butcher shearlings. No. 1..
No. 2 and murrain shearlings
He
Bucka, saddles and pieces of pelts tvo
tirrra Salted 1Hides, Ete.
Heavy cured. No.
(over 25
1191
lbs.)
Heavy cured. No. I (over 25
lbs.)
liatlo
1
I2e
Bulls, No. 2
Bulls. No.
lOllo.
Glue hides and skin
100
180200
Kip, No. 1
one-ha- lf

Kip. No. 2.
Calf, No. 1
Calf. No. 2

16iilKo
!3 0 35e

Hullo

I'artly cured hides, ld per lb. less
than cured.
tireen hides. 2c oer lb. leae than
cured.
Green Salted Horsehldes.

No. 1

ft. 0090

'.

No. 2

Headless. 60c less. '..,.,.,
Ponies and glue
2.0094.00
Green hides, 2c oer lb. less thaa
cured.
7.00

6.0(1

1

''"

e

Mich-ilga-

d,

e

Vos-sich-

after-dinn-

seem-lngl-

3

lj

13,-00-

.

Willys-Overlan-

v

rag-US-

e

rx-ri-

Miscellaneous Markets.

M

'

.

la-p-

Metal 'Markets.
Colorado settlement prices:
Bar silver, 11.09.
per pound, KM 017c.
Copper,15.26.
Lead,
Bpeiter, $6.00.
Tungsten, per unit 17.50 0 10.00.

At Cklensn.
Chicago. HogsBulk. I2O.2S02O.U;
heavywelaht
120.400205;
medium
welcht. ' ' 120.2520,65;
llabtwelKht,
120.00020.60; light light 118.76920.16;
heavy packing sows, smooth, 111.660
20.10; packing sows.' rough. 111.260
II. 76; pigs, 1 18.00 11.00.
Cattle Beef steers', medium and
heavyweight choice and prime, 111.000
16.76; medium and good, $12.00 0 16
110.76012 10;
lightweight
good and choice, 112.66015.26;
common
19.75
and medium,
11.65;
butcher
cattle. 17.26 011.00; cows. 17.00012
and cutters, 15.76 0 7.00; veal
llKht
calves.
and handyweiKht 114.260
feeder steers.
16.60;
110.00 011 !(
'
stocker steers. 17.76 012.50.
84
Lambs.'
Sbeop
down.
pounds
III. 00 0 11.26; 66 pounds up. 112
16.16: culls snd common. 61.000 12
we'th
116.75011.00;
ers. 110.60013.26; ewes. 'medium, good
and choice.
S.25tj 10.60; culls and
common. 14.0001.25..
fesh Grain la rhleaga,
Chicago. Cora No. 2 yellow,
LT6; No. 4 yellow. IL73; Nol
y7.
low. nominal.
oats No. 1 white. 61 061 lie; stand,
.
ard. tl

60

Kye

No. 2. 11.460L47.

Barley 11.12S 1.21.
Timothy 11.000 12. M.
Clover Nominal.
- Pork
Nominal.
Lard 194.60.
Rib 121.00 0 21 M.
Pete at Savor.
New Yark. Sugar Centrifugal. T 2.
Cat lowf. 1.M; crushed.
A.
.76; XXXX powdered
eyoea.
powdered. 14 6; fin granulated
.!; diamond
A.
confectioner- - A.
'
Ind Ko. U
.

.:

.;

ti.

Calraga
Butter Creamery. 4(9 .Ic.
First.
Egga
464att" nrln.r.
firsts. 400 4016c: St mark
eluded. 4016 041ef ktorag sacked firsts.
Foul try Alive steady. Fowla. 22tte.
Potatoes
Northern white,
tr a
,
No. 1. sacked,
12 0
grade
2.21. cwt New: Florida
Roa
No. 1. IMO0 104 barrel;Spalding bliss
socks. 16.0s.
triumpha.
Oilf-ar-

.

i.

bulk.-rarlnta-

Fishing

In Brawn'

cago was f
to try selntnt

rxlr

scarry la Chi

Jmik-m- cn

planned.

Tnt block and tackle,
iosnraoce aea recovered two stoles '
rteoebUes from the depth.

'

This
by, 8 feet 6 Inches.
is equipped with glazed winporch
DUTCH COLOIIIAL
dows for winter use and is screened
in the summer. It can be used either
as a living porch or as a dining porch.
kitchen la 11 feet 6 inches, by
POPULAR The
8 feet and has a
pantry
adjoining.
On the second floor are four
bedrooms opening off a center
Fine Type of Home' for City or bull, and the bathroom.
The basement extends under the
Farm.
whole house, with the exception of the
living porch.
This house will suit the needs of the
OWNER HAS MOST FOR MONEY
moderately large family and Is equally suitable for the city, small town
or the farm. Its cost If "inVrat.
of
Family
Design Is Suited to Needs
with many other houses that
compared
of Average Size Roominess of
will accommodate the same number of
Interior a Prominent
people and it is an exceptionally atFeature.
15 feet

SE

good-size-

good-size-

d

Mr. William A. Bedford will answer
ejoaatlons and five advice FREB OF
COST pn all subjects pertaining to the
Subject of building, for the readers of this
paper. On account of his wide experience
as Editor, Author and Manufacturer, he
la, without doubt, the highest authority
Addreas all Inquiries
a all these
Lm William A. Radford,
No. 1827 prairie
venue, Chicago, 111., and only enclose
three-cestamp for reply.

There are many reasons why the
prospective home builder should at
voce select the plan of the house be
wants and start construction now.
Building materials are higher in price
than they were two years ago, but not
as high as they were last full. Labor
coats a little less than it did in October, 1918. And coupled with these reasons Is the fact that there will be
no change during the present year In
the price of materials, with a strong
probability that they will go higher
next year. This last statement is based on the fact that the costs of a ma
jority of necessities have risen during
the first four months of the year.
Building material prices, however,
have been stabilized, that Is, they will
go neither higher nor lower.
Many persona who want to build a
home, and have determined on building, now that the restrictions have
been removed by the government,
here been doubtful about the advlsa- blllty of building now. Those doubts
re ' dlsix-lleby the stabilizing or
prices and the fuct that labor Is plen
tiful, if not cheap.
In selecting the type of home to
build, every owner should take Into
consideration the size of house he
needs, the size of lot he has upon

.

i

d

tractive home from an exterior point
of view. Every modern convenience
also is provided.
This design is susceptible to several
changes that might suit the builder,
The den cun be eliminated ond the
living room exicnuea across me kiioih
end of the house. The same may be
done with the bedrooms, making all
large and more airy. By consulting
the locnl architect, or the contractor
who Is a practical, architect these
changes can easily be made. Engag

which to put it, and the style of architecture best suited to that lot These
considerations, however, carry little
weight in the country where space is
not so costly as In the city.
Illustrated herewith Is the type of
home that Is in great demand In both
the city and country. The Dutch colonial house is popular because of Its
balanced elegance and the fact that
the owner gets the utmost for his monJust
ey In room and convenience.
wbat an attractive exterior apiiear- -

nee this type of house has Is shown
by the Illustration, while the roominess
of the Interior Is disclosed by the floor
plan.
This house Is of wood frame covered with shingles to the foundation
ill. It will be noted that the noose
la perfectly balanced. The entrance
door Is In the renter of the building,
while on either side are the same number of windows. The sloping Dutch
roof, that has a graceful sweep from
ridge to second floor sill, and the Jutting windows take away the plain appearance without adding the extra
cost that Is Incurred to accomplish
the same result with an
The addition of the sun
banding.
parlor at the end containing the dining room Is a feature of this design
that hss an exceptional appeal.
The dimenamtis of this bouse are
only M by 24 feet, but It contains
eight rooms and bath beside the large
an parlor. The entrance leads Into
center ball, in which are the stairs
leading to the second floor. To the
left to the living room, with den off
It, and at the right Is the dining room
and son parlor, the kitchen adjoining.
The living room Is of good size, beta! W feet X Inches, by 16 feet The
fareplace I la the outside wall and
as two windows on either side, which
coupled with the three that can be
aeea In the perspective make It light
e and cheerful room. The den adjoining Is 12 feet 8 Inches, by 6 feet

Is always good business for the home builder. These experts In building give the prospective'
builder many valuable hints that will
save money and prevent disappoint'
Ing an architect
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(Copyright,

1814.

Thumb-Bell-

Clothes, Knees and Time Saved by Use of Garden Set
(Prepared by the United States Depart- top, allowing the center of the top to
ment of Agriculture.)
curve downward about two inches low
More women are working in gardens er than the
top of the sides. Place a
than ever before, and they are profitdart two Inches from the cenhealth
and
both
in
It
purse.
ing by
ter on each side of the top. Taper
Rome find the bending during trans- these
darts to a point four Inches
and
tiresome
and
weeding
planting
and
above the bottom of the
are apt to result In backache. The stitch them In place. Hem pocket
the ends of
United States department of agriculpiece of tape 36 Inches long and
ture has planned a garden set, consist- bind
the top of the apron, leaving an
tool
and
a
apron,
of
kneeling pad
ing
even length on each side for tying
which the garden club girls may make. strings. Fold the
pattern on the dot
Its use lessens the amount of bending ted line and stitch to
form the pockets.
backache.
of
the
much
and eliminates
The center pocket stitched In "V"
attraca
set
find
such
will
woman
Any
slinpe will leave a slanting pocket on
tive and useful. Small plants are con- each side. The bandies of the tools
of
In
the
the
pocket
veniently carried
carried In these pockets will slope
pad, and the small tools fit Into the back under the arms, and will not inapron.
terfere' with the arms at work. This
Making Garden Kneeling Pad.
arrangement will be found much more
The pad may be made of matting. convenient than
straight pockets.
bal'sp, denim, oilcloth, heavy canvas,
sun hat lined with.
A
or even an old rug or piece of carpet the siime color used for the apron and
Matting lined with brown denim la lining of the pad, with a band of the
very suitable, because this color does same colored tape used for binding,
The matting will
not show soli easily.
complete an attractive garden out
lined with brown denim and bound fit
with red tape makes an attractive
color combination. If cloth without
matting Is ucl, it will be necessary THRIFT KITCHEN IS
to cut the pattern double and place
GAINING POPULARITY
a heavy cardboard between the outside and the lining In order to hold
the shape when finished. Cotton tape
During War
Is used for binding edges together and Many Organized
for the hundles. An oblong piece of
Times Will Be Continued.
black oilcloth sewed on the underside
of the bottom will protect the pad Being Used as Clearing Houses for
and keep the cushion dry.
Material Still Possessing Much
f
yard of matting, one yard
Wear and Needed by Those
tape.
of denim, one roll of
f Limited Resources.
will
and one oblong of black oilcloth
be sufficient to make this pad. Cut
(Prepared by the United 8tates Departpnper pattern by the measurements
ment of Asrlcultura.)
The oblong
given In the Illustration.
thrift kllchens organized durMany
as
muy be made lurger or smaller
ing war times to help war conditions
When such changes are have proved so valuable that tbelr
desired.
made, however, the side ends which continued existence now seems asfold around sliould be made long or sured. Thrift In the home is taught
short enough to meet exactly the back under the direction of the home demcorners of the squares. Cut the lining onstration agents of the department
of agriculture and the state colleges In
the "salvage shops,' as the kitchens
are sometimes called. These kitchens
were originally established to teach
'
ocer
people thrift In using their own material. It soon developed, however,
that mony who wished to be thrifty
,1
had little to be thrifty with. This led
to the kitchens being nsed as clearli
ing houses for material still possessing
.
i
much wear discarded In the homes of
and much needed where
the
resources are more limited.
In the Bourbon county (Kansas)
thrift kitchen. this work has been esCONGRESS OF VIENNA, 1815 SECOND SESSION.
pecially successful. The kitchen Is
open from nine until five, snd th.
Peace Delegates Took Up
home demonstration agent or the visAfter Napoleon's Defeat at Waterloo, the Interrupted of
.f th.
th.
iting nurse plans to be there during
Their Work Again and Dlvld.d Europ.. Rsgardlss.
those hours. To prevent any possito Bring W.rf.r. t. Lafr Generations,
Destined
in
Way
People,
bility of contagious diseases being dis.....
seminated garments are thoroughly
f the Hundred I Roman church states restored to the
Alter mo
was uecioreu. we mm-fu- l
of
pope,
defeat
opsin
fumigated or sterilised before being
crushing
the
Days" and
of the Bourbons. A Gerproperty
given out or remade. If soiled garthe
cogre.
Waterloo,
Napoleon at
' meeting In manic confederation, with Austria at
ments are received they are laun'
H
reassembled,
of Vienna
which embraced all GerIts
head,
dered
Waterloo
of
by needy women, who. by giving
smoke
June, when the
their work, feel they are thus paying
The dele- many except West and East Prussia
had scarcely cleared away.council
formed.
was
of
Poscn.
table and the duchy
for the assistance they may have reto the
gates came again for
had Ccylog, part of Guiana, Upper Diagram of Kneeling Pad. ceived.
England
wbctted
plunder,
- i.h an annetlte
Lower Diagram of Tool Apron,
Mau
When It Is practicable those who
events of the recess. Heligoland, Cape Colony, Malta, was
by the exciting
to
her
and
confirmed
etc,
ritius,
and pin It to the matting. The have been helped are'torged to come
first
TLey looked upon tueir u
of be- given a protectorate over the Ionian two edges sliould be bound at once to the kitchen to sew, mend or do
nnd found It good, but capable
Idea that the Islands off Greece.
with the cotton tape to keep the mat- other work In return for gifts of cloThe
Improved..
ing
The Congress Is Dissolved.
thing. By this method pauperisut la
over, to a
ting from raveling.
Italians, who were handedwere handed
Having thus settled the affairs of
15 by 9 Inches for the discouraged and the women hav. an
a
Cut
strip
n.,m.n nilo: 1'oles. who
or Europe, the congress dissolved, well pocket. Place a
hem at the opportunity to profit by the Instrucover to Prussian and Russian fule,
j
pleased with Its work. The peace of top. and sew the bottom of the pocket tion given In garment making and rewere
trunsierre-who
the Norwegians,
Europe had been settled as every othon the Inside of modeling under experts In charge of
to the rule of Sweaen siioum not to er peace had been, on the basis of slong the dotted line
seems
of the frame before the sides the work. Many volunteer workers,
the
front
matter,
the
In
voice
any
powers were are folded around and fastened to the fielp In this work, and the plan folwhat the. continental
alia mnn.niHllPl'iL
i
. , .
"
have weigneu
aeirrnndlze- '
sides of the bottom. Run. a rubber lowed has been for the volunteers to
under.
..
still
kept
t - .miles- were
ifnt and left, as Wliltbread had pre band through the hem to bold the top work every afternoon except Saturday
.
arms Jo France- amTTtaiy. aiuiwi,
dicted, the seeds of "bloody and re- edge straight across, but do not stretch and have the other workers come forergeant of marines wnom iuii-.- n.m vengeful wars."
the rubler. Stitch the sides of the noons and Saturdays.
ranee
r
said afterwards fet St.
had made a marshal or
In one month In the Fort Scott
Napoleon
to the Inside of the front and
em
li rf Sanies, had deseneu me him Helena of the British part In It: "So pocket
(Kan.) kitchen 119 garments were
will be finished.
the
pocket
remodelperor when things wept against
silly a treaty was never signed beCut an oblong of black oilcloth for given out which did not need
thus to keep his throne
and got the bottom and sew It securely around ing and 52 others, either new or eni. ibh hnnine
everything
up
gave
they
fore;
v.nlea and the two Sicilies. But nothing."
the edge of the underside of the bof-to- tirely made over from old garments.
me cuukiw y,L
w
of Europe by
exhaustion
was
the
s"v " that
It
'
niumi irtKiv
then fold each side to meet the
to
Vienna was seeking some excuse
years of war and the sides of the bottom and sew them to; nearly twenty
his
of
kingdom
and
dispose
oust him
Intense longing of people for peace gether. Fasten the ends of one piece
that they would, by hook or crook.
that enabled the arrangements of the of tape. 40 Inches long, to the bsck
nnrf anch an excuse, and so, when congress of Vienna to be carried out corners
of the frame ; also sew ends of
he dewithout violent uprising on the part of another piece of tae the same length
Napoleon broke out from Elba,
Whereupon
clared for the emperor.'
the bartered nationalities.
to the lower front corners of the
an allied army promptly drove him
fasten the latter also to the
frame;
Now
gav.
the congress
out of Naples.
Horn, of Pump Inventor.
of the front
Bring these loose
top
the
of
line
to
that
Murat's kingdom
Magdeburg was the home city of loops together and fasten. This hanBourbons which had formerly reigned Otto ron Ouericke. Inventor of the air dle, when not In use, will drop Inside
Never put meat on the Ice, but
misrule bad been a scan pump, on. of th. few original Inventhere,-whosnear It
the pad.
dal to Europe.
tions that can be credited to Germany
Make a cushion of the lining to fit
Dry all brushes with the bristles
The congress spent a very agree- despite the German fostered Impres- on the Inside of this frame and stuff
able summer and fall In completing sion to the contrary. Students of phys- It with cotton, or cover a thick piece downward.
physics of felt with the same material. This
their work. When It was concluded ics will recall a principle of
A short full dress Is Ideal to west
Ai,etrla had not only northern Italy proved by what Is often called th.- cushion should be fastened to the botvon uuer- tom of the
while doing housework. Also It should
kneeling pad.
but Dalmatla on the eastern shore of "Magdeburg experiment"
his
be free at neck and wrists.
the Adrlstic confirmed to ber, Prussia, Ick. Is said to have demonstrated
Apron for Tools.
which had proved the most greedy discovery of the possibilities of th.
and
f
three
of
cloth
yard
of all the nations, had vacuum to Ferdinand III by clamping yards of tape for binding Is sufficient
put the food for a convalescent
a copper sphere.
child
Into the oddest snd prettiest cona
Cut
not only half of Saxony, and a slice together two parts ofwas
for
patthis
garment
then exhaust- material
air
tainers
you can find.
IllusIn
the
dimensions
cf Poland, but the extensive Rhine from which the IS
tern
given
by
e
horses to each hemsnd hitching
Bind the edges with tape-Ustration.
provinces and 8wedlsh Pomeranla. ed
horses
The story that th.
Try kerosene oil for washing winSardinia was restored to th. status isphere.
one piece 00 Inches long for bindapart ing sides snd bottom of apron. To fit dows. Dampen a doth with It clean
of a kingdom and Genoa on th. main-len- d could not pull th. hemispheres
was sdded to If? The territory may be an exaggeration, but th. prin the apron cut It out a little across the the glass, then polish with a dry doth.
cf Switzerland was enlarged and the ciple Is sound.
Eggn and milk are needed to keep
the children growing and should be
Dust Out ef Food,
Keep
stones
could
sacrificed.
were
If
spesk
In the
Mysterious Stonehenga,
Special precautions should be taken given preference over meat
on SalisAn English historian alludes to that circular row of mystery
food after youngsters diet.
in
dust
to
getting
prevent
a
deal
to
have
would
good
Stonehenga as th. probable remains bury plain
tt la delivered In the home. It Is not
of an ancient Drnldlcal temple. Th. say.
A sewing machine should be kept
sufficient to cover food snd dishes
asDruids were priests who taught
Is being done; they covered when not In use to protect 11
while
the
sweeping
Far.
Tea
.
y
Carried
trology, magic and legal lore, gener-onsl-to
hmld remain protected for several from dirt Every woman knows It bul
"Did you try the simple plan of
giving their pupils 20 years
thereafter t. escape settling not every woman does
hours
Insomnia
for
T
your
finish the course. They mad. human counting aheep
dust
mesa
a
of
I
but
mad.
It
nd venerated Tea, doctor,
sacrifices to the god
does considerable
One woman
I counted ten thousand sheep, put 'em
the oak and the mistletoe. It was a on
a folded newspaper,
that
says
traveling
Sooth
Eyes.
Aching
mar
to
'em
and
the train,
was found
shipped
in a loop la
mat dav when mistletoe
For aching eyes bathe them in hot with a bit of string tied aubetituta
on an oak: It was cut Off with ket. And when I'd got through eonntfof
a
center
makes
witch
the
good
of
few
a
which
to
water
drops
I
for
them
I got
at pres
a fcnife of gold and a festival was held Ing the money
a
dothaa
hanger.
added.
been
hazel
bar.
to
waa
time
bulla ent prices It
get up."
t which pair of milk-whhalf-Inc-
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Drag,
Typical Design of Split-Lothe rungs. These boards should be
about 8 inches wide and their length
should be slightly less than that of
the runners of the drag.
The chain by means of which the
drag is drawn should be about 8 feet
long and Its links should be made
On light
steel.
of
drags two trace chains may be used
for this purpose.
Many road drags constructed as
above described, without
edges or other modifications, have been
very satisfactorily used where the conditions were favorable. It Is evident
however, that such drags are effective
only on comparatively soft road sur
faces, and to diminish this limitation
and also to increase the life of the
drag It Is very desirable to provide
a
edge for the front runner. An excellent edge of this kind
may be made from a strip of Iron or
Inch thick and
steel about
about four Inches wide, and even old
wagon tires or wornout grader blades
have been very satisfactory.
g

metal-cuttin-

g

g

one-fourt-h

Good roads will add to the Joy and
comfort of country life and city life.
They are a public necessity. The problem Is a township problem, a county
national
problem, a state problem,
busiproblem for men and women of all
thima
deserves
to
make
life.
It
Industrial
and
ness
machinery
expensive
ble. They were Introduced Into Great united
Britain from Holland In 1693 by oai
John Sotting, who thus brought also
Getting Into High Speed.
a new and Important Industry Late
Since the farmers have gone In of
BkiglanL
utomoblllng the good roads move
ment la getting Into high speed.
Strict Obedience.
A sergeant going on his rounds one
Benefits of 6ood Roads.
Goo
roads mean employment fot
morning was surprised to see one of
his men in bath with bottle In bis labor, enhanced values of farm landi
hind. On being asked what he was and cheaper produce for the dties.
doing, the msa replied that be bad re- Why delay T
i
ported sick the previous morning, and
the doctor had ordered him to take his
Isavo Becomes Acuta.
In water, and be
With the snrina- - drive of th armj
The dining room Is 13 feet 3 Inches, medicine twice a day
Inches. Double Ooors was simply carrying out the doctor! of antomoblUsts the good roads lsst
14 feet
becomes acute.
Ms the llrtac Borrb. which la

gallon used to wear a little contrivance on their thumbs; they called
then later thimthem first thumb-bellbles. It Is claimed that they were
ased In the days of Herfulaneum.
It takes 20 men and
great deal of

amok roa roots
SasocH KNtnjNa sad

..ti

metal-cuttin-
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to Cancer.
New 't heory
medical authority has
advanced the theory that false teeth
are often the cause of cancer. Where
a set of teeth fits Imperfectly, the con.
stent abrasion on the gums causes, at
first the development of an area of
congested tissue. In time this formation degenerates Into an ulcerated
state, which, although Innocent enough
In the beginning, may soon exhibit a
rapid malignant transformation. The
changes from a healthy structure of GOOD ROADS ARE NECESSITY
the gums to that of cancer moves on
so Insidiously In the early stages that
Add te Joy and Comfort of Country
frequently thet condition, when recogand City Life National Probto
combat
difficult
Is
nized.
lem for Everybody.
well-know- n
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TREATY

by the United States Depart
ment or Agriculture.)

d

ft

Uu. by the Mccllura Newspaper Syndicate.!

Treaty Ending the War of 1812 Signed a Month Before War's Biggest Battle.
There are many curious facts about burg and there waited, from July,
The accompanying illustration shows our second war with England, among 1813, to January, 1814. and nothing
Communication between
a typical design for a road drag, which which may be mentioned that the happened.
Is very simple and inexpensive. The greatest battle of the war was fought London and Washington was rather
and
design contemplates the use of aa ordi- after the treaty of peace had been alow In those days at the best was
nary log of timber, such as may be signed and that negotiations for peace especially slow in war times, so it
1814 that a
readily obtained in almost every local- began at about the same time as the not until January 3 of
The United note from Lord Castlereagh, dated
of war.
ity. The log should be about 7 or 8 declaration
inches In diameter and from 6 to 8 feet States declared war on Great Britain November 4 of the previous year, and
was relong, and Bhould preferably be of hard, on June 19, 1812, and Napoleon de proposing direct negotiations,
of
tough wood which will not decay very clared war on Russia four days later. ceived by Mr. Monroe, secretary cor
rapidly when exposed to the weather. As Englund was an ally of Russia, state. Two days later the whole
White oak, burr oak, chestnut, cedar, whatever harmed England at sicb a respondence was laid before congress
en
hickory, walnut, 6r any similar wood crisis had more or less effect on Rus- and the peace commission was
Czar Alexander, much dis larged by the addition of Henry Llay
may be satisfactorily used, provided sia.
that it Is well seasoned before the turbed at this new complication, di and Jonathan Russell, an able mer
bedrag is put Into use. Itullroad ties rected his minister of foreign affairs chant of Rhode Island who had
have been frequently used for this to sound John Quinry Adums, the fore served In minor diplomatic posi
the
purpose and possess the advantage American minister, at the court of 8t. tions. Ghent was appointed as was
that they are already cut to about the Petersburg, as to the mediation of place of conference, but England
In selecting the tie, Russia, making a similar proposal to in jio hurry to begin negotiations.
right length.
Both Mr.
fettle Month After Treaty Signed
however, care should be exercised to the British ambassador.
see that it is of sound wood and of Adams and the British ambassudor re
But Englund stood committed to the
the proper size.
ported to their respective govern negotiations and In August after keep
The drag is made by splitting or menta.
ing the American delegates waiting
It Is rather remarkable that the czar shx weeks, the British delegates ap
sawing the log into two equal
toframed
so
are
then
which
should have Interested himself
peared. The British delegates were
gether in the manner shown in the much, for In the great struggle bf the men of little experience and no abll
The better of the two Napoleonic wars the United States Ity. and did nothing but voice the opin
illustration.
pieces Bhould form the front runner had been treuted by Europe as a ions of the English government. in
of the dreg, because It is tb'e one sub- negligible quantity, and her neutral British demanded a discussion of the
jected to the greater wear. Moreover, rights coolly disregarded by every na right of search and the question of alwhile the front runner should always tlon. She bad been protesting for legiance, a revision of the Canadian
be placed with the face forward, it is twelve years and her protests were boundury, a discussion of the right of
claimed by many that better results disregarded
as
annoyance fishing on the Grand lianas, aim mo
petty
may be obtained by having the round which nations engaged in more seri erection of an Indian buffer state out
part of the back runner go forward in ous matters had not time to consider. of the territory of the United States.
order to Increase the smearing action There was hardly a nation to Europe
The Americans replied that tney
of the drag. The two runners are that we could not huve found a cause had no Instructions regarding the Inusually spaced from about 30 inches for going to war with.
dians or the fisheries; these matters
to 30 inches apart, and are connected
were not In dispute. But with regard
Was Chosen.
England
Why
in ladder fashion by means of cross
to the search of American vessels and
acted
had
per
However, England
stakes or rungs.
the Impressment of her seamen mey
more
than
the
a
trifle
"nasty"
The ends of the rungs are ordinarily haps
had very full instructions; also with
The
we
chose
others and
England.
fitted Into
auger holes, bored in war was exceedingly unpopular In regard to the Canadian Dounaary, me
in
of
held
the runners, and are securely
some parts of the country, especially right of blockade and the payment
place by means of end wedges. The New England, which talked secession, Indemnity to American citizens.
auger holes are so arranged that the When President Mudisan received Mr,
But Castlereagh sent word asmng
runners, when framed together, will Adams' communication be appointed them to wait Wellington was asked
and take command.
be displaced in a longitudinal direc James A.
Bayard of Delawure and K- to go to America
If
tion with respect to euch other. The bert
of the He said he would go, of course.
then
secretary
Gallatin,
but saw little use of a land
object of this displacement, or offset
ordered,
St.
to
to
Petersburg
proceed
control of the
as It Is usually termed, is to muke the treasury,
and Join the American minister there campaign there unless
ends of the front and bock runners in
could be gained, and that
Lakes
Great
Adams
Mr.
a
peace.
negotiating
follow approximately the same line on
He also thought
called upon Count Roumanzoff, Rus seemed Improbable. too much. Fresh
the road while the drag la in oper sian minister
was
asking
England
and
affairs,
of
British
The amouut of displacement, Informed him thatforeign
ation.
the two new com Instructions were given to the
therefore, should depend on the amount nilssioners were on their way. Count delegates at Ghent and the conference
after bickerof skew necessary to muke the drag Roumanzoff was
very sorry, really, but reassembled. At length,commissioners
emnt Itself. But since this skew va
British
the
with
had
ing
replied
the British government
themselves
ries with the condition of the road
that the question at Issue between and fiery quarrels among
a treaty
surfuce, the proper offset to be given
American
delegates,
the
was
States
by
and the United
1814.
to runners cannot be definitely fixed, England
be settled by was signed on December 24,
conld
which
one
not
of
vital
Untarr ordinary conditions an offset
the
questions
all
left
which
mediation.
Meantime, Gallatin and
In
was
and
of from about 12 Inches to about 10
"peace
unsettled
war
Bayard had got as far as Oottenburg the
hosof
cessation
Inches will prove satisfactory.
a
form."
on their way to Russia. Anxious to Its simplest
of prisoners and a
In order to make It easy for a man
Russia from mixing up in the tilities, the relense
to stand upon the drag and to shift his keep
'commission to settle the boundary.
he
when
lord
matter.
Cnstlereagh,
weight properly when drugging over heard the commission were at Gotten' The news of the signing or me treaty
11,
a hard surface, the drag should be
czar that he reached New York on February ocboards paral burg, sent "rd to the
provided with two
his point 1815. The battle of New Orleans
not
would
he
wished
push
8 over a month
lel to the ninners and nailed down to
about mediation and he would deal curred on January been
signed which
had
the
treaty
either
after
States
direct,
United
the
with
even alluding to
avoided
so
the
carefully
But
or
Gottenburg.
at London
war which It ended.
commissioners went on to St Peters-- the causes of the
(Prepared

The cost of this house can quickly
be found by consulting the local material dealer. Trices of all materials
and of labor differ In different localities, so an estimate that would be
correct In one place would not be In
The difference Is brought
another.
about by the difference In freight rates
from the source of supply.
There are many arguments In favor
of every family owning and living In
their own home. Rents all are based
on the amount of money Invested In
the building, the cost of upkeep, plus
a profit for the owner. Home building associations and real estate deal
ers and bankers always are ready to
help the man of family with a little
conltal to build his home. The Cost
Is paid the same as rent
The satisfaction and comfort that
come to the home owner are well
worth the small sacrifices required to
home. And when that home
cure
Is paid for the owner has nn asset that
cannot be measured In dollars. He Is
one of the good substantial members
of his community one of the men who
has the Interest of his home town at
heart It certainly nays to own a
m
home.
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Shows an Implement
Illustration
Which Is Simple and Inexpensive
Tough Wood Best
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PLAN TO MAKE A ROAD DRAG

KNEELING PAD AND TOOL APRON LIGHTEN
LABOR IN TRANSPLANTING AND WEEDING
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DOING BUSINESS

NEW f'EXICO

of the present Month at which time
the Smith Bros, will ship east. -- They
are also negotiating far a car load
of fine mules ts be shipped to eastern points. Carrszozo Outlook.

rels, pastor of the Methodist church
and Rev. Norris J. Reasoner, pastor
of the Christian Church ot Deming
requesting tbe board to close all
places of business on Sunday during service hours, resulted in the
unanimous rejection of the

capable of making- one gallon of
booze ia 12 hours. The btjaor found;
at the still was made of raistafs and
red peppers and it known as white
mule. It is a very powerful pot liquor and one pint of it added to a
gallon of water makes a strong
booze. The liquor is colored with
burned sugar. Gallup Herald.

g
Congress
losing no time in
HEWS REVIEW
over necessary legislation, in
in the Senate on
FRANK STAT LIN, EDITOR
spite of
LUNA
'the peace treaty and the league of
nations.
from
one.)
(Continued
page
Action is being taken to return the ,
Steins Note
Published Every Friday at Santa He, the State Capital by th
Mora
Improvements
wires by repealing tne law unaer charged with the shooting is in jail
The Volcano mine has a car of A. S.Building
Stevens, a brother of Mrs
hearMORA
his
will
have
which they were taken over by the and
preliminarywound- ore on the dump. Tbe ore is silver
STATE PUBLISHING COMPANY .
Mary Hudson, of Deming, has start
The Kellogg bill has ing on the 16th provided the
the silver running 50 ounces ed
government.
and
gold,
tbe erection of a fine new groattend.
passed the Senate and is about ready ed man is able toare
the ton and the gold yielding cery store
Frank Slaplia, Receiver
Mound Notes
said to have to
adjoining the Columbus Wagon
The two men
to pass in the House returning the
as $10.
as
Millard L. King has sold his ranch
high
ElectricShoe Shop on the north.
n
wires June 30th, though the present quarreled over a girl. Three shots
Frank
that
strike
big
W. A. Wakefield is taking 'advan- of 420 acres to Mr. Berlier.
one bullet took The made
matter at the post office at Santa Fe, New Mex- rates will remain in force ninety were fired. Onlywho
Entered as second-clas- s
recently has leaked out tage of the situation and is greatly C. E. Blattman has unloaded a
comes from somehow. The
effect.
Lucero,
3000
ounces
ore
rurrs
1879.
days.
of
3,
March
car of well casing; this looked to us
ico, under the Act
The railroad administration has Hurley, was arrested shortly after. per ton silver. Mr. Wyman's prop- enlarging tfishis shoe shop to accomas though it were oil casing, and
busimodate
increasing
Silver
rapidly
City Enterprise.
asked for $1 iOO,000,000.JO to run the
we hear that he is about to drill
erty joins the Volcano on the south. ness .
There is some prospecting going
for water and oil. We hope he
year roads. The house cut this down to
Subscription
his
Whej)
improvecontemplated
Poisoned
the
with
$750,(G,OO0.0O
understanding Cattle
on in the Kimball mining district
watch
Wagon
all his elec- strikes oil then
head of range cattle and some high grade ore has been ments are finished, with
that another appropriation will be Twenty-eigh- t
trical appliances, he will have one Mound boom.
ComS.
G.
O.
Cattle
if
latW
the
needed.
owned
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, FBIDAY, JUNE 13, 1919
free
shows
found that
by
gold.
jmade
A. MacArthur Company shipped
of the finest shoe shops in the state.
The woman's suffrage amendment pany and running in a large pasture
J. E. Devin has shipped a car of
Two contracts will, be let at San another car of hides and pelts last
taint through promptly. Appropri- near Hurley died from the effects se-of high grade ore to El Paso.
If stockman have learned anyweek.
Antonio for the big camp that will
RAILROAD LEGISLATION
ations bills and other bills requiring poison which it is believed they
from last winter storms they
STATES RIGHTS CURTAILED
thing
Columbus.
so
much
mean
to
to
immediate action are coming through cured by licking old paint cans
will provide feed for their
board of education has
The
surely,
to
QuarAccording
Constructing
Silver
City
mailing is which they had access.
the application of Edwin D. Mar termaster Captain W. J. Howland stock before next winter. Wagon
Thar was a time when the Dam- - New Mexico is greatly concerned, wnnoui a mien. npeecn
worn
ne
01
J
actual
Enterprise.
tin for the position ot supennten two bids will be received, one where Mound Sentinel.
ocraU made Rome howl over states in tbe legislation now under conn-- - not law making.
laws is done in committees.
dent of schools, to take the place by ,he contractor furnishes a por- .kt. Tk. w.r- - the out. and deration foris the return of the rail- making
Council
of
the
are
committees
a
At
the
City
And
time
this
meeting
generally agreed that
left vacant bv the resignation of tion of the material, and the other New Buildings
I... r.i.i..tlv rharn-- the Rid. road. It
was
$250
of
sum
the
week
hard.
held
last
lines
is
new
working
Prof. M. S. Mahan. PVofessor Mar- the government furnishes everything
ublicans with always trying to create early construction of
Judge Foster has started work on
a
of
in
toward
of
control
the
holding
The
Republicans
to
appropriated
and
tin comes here from Morris, 111.,
promote proper growth
required
the Archuleta lots which he purstrong central government
Columbus Courier.
of Julv in
the
fourth
of
celebration
mc
of
hiui
ot
held
the
state.
has
to
con
of
and
he
advance
the
It
tbe
states
where
iciubukc
position
chased.
rights
curtailing
iuuiij
better understood now than two must have relief during the transi- - Silver City.
trol their domestic affairs
superintendent for the past nine
Three large business rooms one of
MCKINLEY
in Period from war condition? and
how
are
his
railroads
and
recommendations
ago
years
which will be built especially for a
important
has
been
on ine
years,
But tbe shoe
are doing their best to meet
considered excellent by the members
GUADALUPE
theatre and picture show, one for
other foot after the Democrats came r" in development of natural re- - they
the needs by enacting promptly urNew Lumber Yard Opens
of the board. Deming Headlight.
a pool hall' and the other for a
into power in 1913. President Wil- sources.
needed
legislation.
The Willson Bros, contractors are business room, which will be ocThe great American inland of the gently
R
son became the whole show from
H
.amhert. former owner of
a
lumber
with
large
building
yard
the day he took office. His Sec- - Mississippi valley and the welters
cupied as a hardware store by Robthe Duro "sheep barber shop" in on May Employ Home Nurse
Lumber erts & Oliver- Lumber Co
NEW CORPORATIONS
Miss Olive Chapman, of the. divi- sheds for the G bson-Fadeck ready to shear his sheep ine
rotary of State William J. tiryan- plain would be a wilderness
bricK
WEEK
a
from
the
THIS
short
APPROVED
distance
rail-ly
Co.,
This will make Judge Foster ten
was a mere figure head and eventual- had not a comprehensive net of
ulant at Duro sheared some H'2(AX) sion of public health of the home
of the Ked Cross plant. The new lumber yard opened business rooms in 1iis block and he
returned to the Chautauqua plat- - way lines been spread over it to carry
sheep last season and turned down nursing department
Hank
of
havk'io
of
stock
State
the
Arriba
for
The
businc
discuss
with
part
here
still
be
has the two lots on the north
will
to
central
to
markets.
its products
the
form.
today
The capacity this year is
75(100.
It is the in- end where it is the plan to build
the executive committee of the local ing already arrived.
News.
.When war wa declared, it be- - In the early days the government t hatna has filed itsthearticles of
y
brick building.
Corporation
came necessary to vest supreme encouraged construction of railroads corporation
chapter the employment of a nurse tention of the company to carryanda a good
t apital paid in
Commission
v
Roy
seven carloads of cattle from for Deming. Such a nurse would large stock of lumber and timber
power in the President. The coun- - by grants of land and other conces- - (Hiniin.
Fifty
in
Edstock
all
sizes
Offuets and drectors:
regular
matter of course sions. At that time it was generally
the Agiia Nera grant were shipped work under the auspices of the Red to Iteep Herald.
try took Unit
O.
'Wm
Honors are divided between Dick
Cross and would visit the homes Gallup
as a necessary measure to win the conceded that transportation was the Iward Sargent, president;
to Texhoma, Okla., last Saturday.
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There is a type for every
need of price or use.
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Co., Domingo
Bond & Nohl Mercantile. Co., R. A.
Espanola Garage, H. T. McGirdy, Espanola
Mignardot,
,
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in this part of N. M., and there is
no doubt that Mr. Good will get
a fancy price for them next sprwsr.
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The Thirteenth

By

RUPERT HUGHES

Commandment

DAPHNE DISCOVERS

ploded In the office.

THAT HER MONEY WILL NOT GO FAR

IN BUYING A TROUSSEAU

Heads of firm decided

that since we can't sell any goods In America, might try England. They want me to
go over at once end see what can be done
about establishing a selling agency In
dear old Lunnon. doncher know. And so

IN NEW YORK.

now I Intend to combine business trip, va
cation, and honeymoon In same voyage.
Synopsis. Clay Wlmhurn,
Ho we get married Thursday
and sail
brother Is in the same
Cleveland, meets pretty l'up.ine
Just time to get settled In our
Saturday.
thi-dove-cote
After
Wall
whirlwind
a
street.
ofllce with Clay la
before leaving.
courtship
Was worrying ever not being able to ac
engaged.
cept your kind offer to pay me a visit
Then the blessed wlfelet darllngly sugRested that her sweet
"Of
should come u. New York and make our
course," said Mrs. Kip.
CHAPTER III Continued.
apartment haf home while she shops.
2
"of course not!" said Mr. Kip.
We won't get hark from honeymoon
"Why not?" said Mrs. Kip.
Mr. (lussett smiled. "Not old Wesou ami
hike for six weeks at least.
"The expense Is the why not ! What's mother lust settle down there until you
ley Kip's girl?"
leave
Will
key
"I believe I did hear Miss Kip call the use of spending u fortune on have finished shopping.
clothes? The money that goes out for and Instructions with superintendent
her father Wesley."
"Well, I'd like to help Wcs out. I these honeymoons might better he
The letter ended with the usual
suppose I might take a chance. Io turned Into the wedding fund. Lord oceans of love und kisses and the
you think you cau pay for the ring In knows Iiaphne will net (I dollars more usuid haste. It set the family to pon
than she needs duds if she marries tiering. Old
ninety days?"
Wesley wus the first to
that young fellow."
iiml his train of thought startled
'Easily !"
speak
Daphne broke out in a revolt. "Oh, the women :
Wlmhurti would have promised to
tear down the world and rebuild It In but I'll be glad to be free from this
"So he's going to get inurrled tonior
everlasting talk of money, money, row. That's awful sudden! Saves us
ninety days.
!
I
It
I
to
the
to
take
a
hate
hate
it.
money
to
little
add
"I shall have
a wedding present, though!
from you. If It weren't for the dis- buying
Iirh e for the risk and the accommodaWhen he had recovered from the lin- I
I'd
und
mamma
to
grace
you
bring
tion."
t of his wife's look be saved him
I
Anything you like," said Clay mag- wouldn't accept a cent ; I'd be mar- self again with a quick, pleading sugIn my
ried
old
Thank
bathrobe.
nificently.
gestion: "Whut I wus thinking was
heaven, I'm marrying n man who It leaves more money for liaphne's
"Call it two hundred dollars."
One could
hardly doesn't hang onto every penny like trousseau."
"Certainly 1"
grim death."
haggle over an engagement rlrf.
The poor wretch had grown used to
In her own heart she did not realize
"I'll te'i you to sign a little docugifts of fortune
seeing
what a grievous wound she deult the limit intounexpected
ment."
view like soap hubbies, drllt
battered old heart of her father till close in Iridescent loveliness, und then
"With pleasure."
He would hue signed an Agreement he sighed :
wink out, leaving hardly a dump spot
.
"I was like him when I wan his age.
to surrender u pound of his flesh.
As soon us he hud bravely milled
and
find
out
to
mo
be
he's
hurried
he'll
when
like
Maybe
Daphne
Clay
what he had saved from his son's wed
mine. If I had been more of a miser
fusten on her the glittering gyve.
to whut he had already voted
He might huve taken further nlarm tlum I guess I'd be less of one now." ding
to his duughter's trousseau he wus
from the immense anil greedy rapture
Then Duphuo caught the hunted, doomed to learn that I 'upline could
Daphne revealed tit the sight of the hounded look behind Ills spectacles not start F.ust to buy clothes to get
in
the
set
golden
and Hung herself In his arms, weep- married in until she had bought some
dewdrop
circlet. Women me all misers when ing: "Forgive me, daddy. I'm a little clothes to start Eust In. And, besides
diamonds.
comm
to
it
beast to talk to you so. I don't mean
she could not go Kust alone, und
Wlmhurti noted only the Joy the it. I'm just excited. I'll get only the that,
could not go with her un
mother
her
the
tumble gi.ve to (upline, and
pretty simphst things, und some day when less her mother had ulso some new
rtitr
tiubmlsslveness with which
poked Clay and I are rich I'll pay you back
clothes to tide her mother over till
out her slender linger ami slid It into a thousandfold."
her mother could get to New York und
of
he fetter, lie felt ?iiit the kiss
lie patted her und kissed her gawk-lly- , buy some clothes to stay married in.
illiance was worth years of hard labor.
and. manlike, having gained his
Wesley Kip went forth to peddle
It was bard and bitter R rend their point, threw It uwuy:
that second mortgage. This was a
fomented Hearts III twain, but he hail
Is best und
"You get whatever
not eusy to dispose of, anil
lo go ut lust. She Honied him to the nicest. You're the pirtlest girl In commodity
it took lilm a week or two to find
.station In the little far and waved him Ohio und you're going to have the
and then he paid an ingen
through the Iron paling. She was un- finest wedding ever was seen In Cleve- purchaser,
iously disguised usury for It. Hut
imaginably precious and pitiful as she land. And I'll find the money till be got Ihe cash.
stood there, ami he wanted lo blubber right, never you fear."
When he came home he proudly an
when Ihe vestibule was slammed shut
He had Just remembered n bit of noimccd that I "upline and her mother
sind the train sliu jut of the station real estate that had not
yet been decocould start for New York as soon ns
like a merciless sum lie.
rated with a second mortgage. He hud they'd a mind to. They hud u ininil
He vowed Hint he would work with
It secretly with the proceeds of to us soon us their chillies were reudy
the sircnglh of ten and pile up a for- abought
windfall. That wus his double life.
He accompanied them to the train.
tune In the bank for her. I lilt first Instead
of spending money surreptiHe wus not even to have the doleful
he must pile up enough to pay for that
tiously on dissipations, when he had luxury of seeing litem spend his
soli la ire.
a bit of luck he sneaked out and In- money, lint he put u brave front on
vested It In something he could bor- his folly und his lust words to Imphne
eva
fat
letter
Clay wrote) Daphne
row money on In u crisis. The crisis were :
In
It
sneaked
He
usually
ery day.
never failed ti in.
"Have a good time, honey, nnd If
among his business correspondence
So Daphne wrote to her brother that you see anything you absolutely got
It
should
mid took, great pains that
New Y'ork to buy to have, Just you Ret It. And If the
never miss the Lake Shore limited at she wus coming to
a trousseau for her wedding to the money you got Isn't enough, why, I II
tlve-tlilrt- y
A special-In the afternoon.
dearest boy on earth, whose uuine she get more somehow. You can usually
delivery
stamp put the letter In would not tell him till she saw him.
depend on your old dad to do his
Duplipc's hands every next forenoon.
Her letter crossed a letter from Ilay-ar- best."
Hut after the letter had gone he
who begun it with his regulur
He felt repaid when his beautiful
usually remembered that he hud omitfor his unavoidable ilylny In child cried, "I know I can ! you angel !'
ted to Include some message of fright- apology home.
and reached high and drew his head
fully Important ur genre. So he had writing
down like a fuithful earners. He never
o send her every night u night letter,
Dearest Mother, Dad and 81s Herelved
Ills
ml frequently of mornings he must several sweet litters from you, mother, told her that she was squeezing
lire off a day letter. These cost only and meant to answer, but lieen very busy. eyeglasses Info ntIlls nose. He managed
the exquisite agony
These hard times foresd ui to cut down not to sneeze
tdxty cents apiece, but often he had staff and threw
extra work on men re.
and
to send them In double or triple talned. Rut business has been so had so of her curls tickling tils nostrils,
Ills hungry ear with' eager
feasted
she
to
Hound
It
Ionic
worse,
can't
set
any
length.
gratitude.
I'or occasions where time was yet getSo belter.
I'm going to don't drop dead yet
Ihiphne slept little that night In her
more unendurable there was the tele- I'm
K"tng to get married. Found the an-gshe was too busy
of the world. Known It for a long I'ullman pigeonhole;
phone a pittance of three dollars and
time:
engaged a year, waiting to with her thoughts, and the wheels
twenty live cent for the first thn-to place her where she made a banjo of the rails. Hut she
minutes, and it dollar and Ave cents Ret rich enough
Not there yet, but can't stand w as
glad of her Insomnia. F.ven tietter
for each additional minute or fraction belongs.
tisehelorhood any longer.
thereof would Ming his lips to DaphWedding date not settled yet. hut prob- tbau sleeping well is staying awake
That would well.
ably some time in June.
ne's ear.'
sour. "Some Time in June."
mske a
The train was on time and rolled
From the little rubber mouth of the Will let giod
exact
dale.
know
you
chnrlol smiMithly Into the Grand Cen
receiver her voice came to hlin as
Silence followed the document. And tral station. Clay Wlmhurti was there
from a distant star by interplanetary
communication. The sense of remote- there are few documents that mean by sHs ial dispensation from the ollliv,ness was unbearable. She siHMiied to so much to every family ns that bear- mid he had had the forethought to selie dead and wailing across eternity. ing the news that one of the children
Clay Wiiabiirn was in complete dis- has gone Into the world and found a
tress. Ills health wavered anil his of- mute iiml given up the ancient loyalty
fice work suffered till It won rebukes for the new.
a

young New
Kip, whose

Yorker

a

v's't to

A"v

Hi!

mid threats from his chiefs and comment even from I'uynrd Kip, who
never suspected and was never told of
Wimbarn's infatuation for bis sister.
With lover's logic Wimhuru persuaded himself that the only one who
could save him from destruction was
Daphne. With her married and till,
in a little nest in New
ond
York, he could take up his ollice tusks
with a whole heart. So he began lo
write, .md to telegraph, and to groan
r?ros the living wire wilder and
tlder cries tot help.
1
t
hack and repaid his
upline
lonuinu's In kind mid suffered
And
ecstasies of yearning.
finally she promised frantically to
marry him without further delay.
With
desire to economize Id pain
he broke the double news to her two
parents at the same time, telling them
tioth that she was engaged and that
tihe wag rnovt to wed.
They were stunned. They had never
experienced a suspicion of the acute
tate of Daphne's heart affairs. It Is
really astounding how blind parents
are to their children's activities and
bow much can go on under their noses
without catching their heavy eyes.
Ihiphne easily browbeat her father
and mother Into consenting to her
early marriage. Her father groaned
t the thought of the wedding expenses, but consoled himself with a
of the Canaan when the
ttsgah-slgh- t
last of his dear children should be
living at another man's cost.
Mrs. Kip made one stipulation;
won't let Daphne sneak away to New
York and be married by a justice of
the peace or a coroner or whoever
does such things in New York. She
must have a church wedding and a
fc:me reception."
Daphne accepted this unanimously,
with one amendment.
t must go to New York to get my
heurt-reiidi'i- g

t
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CHAPTER IV.
The two old Kips sat brooding over
their mystery. The fruit of their almost forgotten romance, the little,
squalling, helpless baby that had come
to them and strangely evolved Into :t
greut, grown mini, was now In the tolls
of romance in his turn. He had found,
In a far city, somebody there that
he loved better than his family or his
friends or his freedom.
Imphne was delighted nt first. Then
she realised that the news of his mar
riage would throw her own plans into
.
disarray. She sighed:
'I supise I'd Iwtter postpone my
wedding till we get I la yard off our
hands."
"That's a fine Idea !" her father exclaimed. It was always a Joy to him
to defer nn exfense. Mrs. Kip flung
him a glare sr A Imphne rolled her
eyes In distress, out he redeemed himself with an unexpectedly graceful
turn. "It lets us keep Daphne with
us a little longer."
Daphne wrote this new decision to
Clay. He sent back a letter that fairly
howled with protest.
When Daphne told her parents of
Clay's anguish they made light of It
It was a long, long while since they
had been young. They had learned
that marriages contain surprises that
may sometimes be postponed without
misfortune.
Bayard did not write again for several days. This time be wrote to
Daphne :

R .mm
j

That's a

Fin

Idea," Her Father
claimed.

Ex-

come down to the
platform. He told the station master
that he had a crippled aunt to meet.
He did not tell Mrs. Kip that He let
her believe that all doors opened to
him.
Daphne had Dot finished pointing
out her hand rngrsre to the redcap
when Clay's arms were about her. She
turned to draw her trusty "Sir!" but
smothered It on her lips. He charged
her mother next, and kissed ber well,

cure a permit to

Dear 81s Toors of M data (as usual)
received and beautiful contents noted. I saying:
That's not for Bayard; that' for
can hardly bellve that any little sis la
Intention to otn the procession me. How are yon. mamma V
and g--t married, too. Tou're more senMrs. Kip blushed and squealed as
sible than I used to think. This Is sub- she had squealed long ago when ber
ject to revision whan I know who the first lover stole the first kiss.
lucky man la. vino to he? Some CleveAfter 'making arrangements aboot
land Appolo tor bower or yen spell 1U. I

tb

baggage with soagnlflceoce and

millionaire. Clay taxicubhed them to
Mr. and Mrs. Bayard's apurttueut
house, a towering huhituhle chimney
on Fifty-nint- h
street overlooking Cen-

tral park und Columbus circle.
The convenience and Ingenuity of
the upurtuient enchanted Daphne. It
seemed impossible that all this luxury,
this ozone of wealth, could he secured
In so small a space, on part of one
floor, the twelfth of a building. Everything cunie up In baskets by pulley
people, food, everything; It wus like a
monastery In the mountains with
some differences.
She was grateful beyond words to
the young man who embruced her and
stared over her shoulder over her
left shoulder at the tiny commerce
of the Htreets and the toy purk. She
said to him :
"Oh, Clay, this is hunven! What do
you suy to our huvii.g i n upurtuient
Just like this? Let's!"
She felt In the arm about her a sudden slackening. The chin on her shoulder seemed to weigh heavier.
"Kr It would he nice," said 'Clay.
She turned out of his embrace and
looked

at

hi in.

He explained: "Do you know bow
much I la yard pays for these seven
rooms and two baths?"
"No."
"Well, I've hen looking uhout for
a little nest for us, and I priced one
like this.
They charge twenty-fivhundred dollars a year!"
She asked, shyly. "And that's more
than we cun ufford ''" She hud no Idea
what Kulurles were puld to fairy
princes in this city of fabulous
wealths. She had merely a glamorous
impression that her lover wus there
to get what she wanted.
"Well, we could ufford It, ull right,"
he laughed, meekly, "If we could eat
the view und wear the altitude. Hut
we've
never .talked about money,
honey, huve we? I suppose we ought
to. I don't want to give you uny false
Impressions. Shall we talk uhout It
now?"
"No! please!"
Daphne sat suddenly. She felt as a
stranger to tall buildings feels when
nn express elevuior starts downward.
She hud rejoiced lo think that she
was escaping from her father's nagging dollarocracy to u region of love
and light. She sorrowed a moment,
then she gazed at her lover und saw
bow anxious he was. Her love came
back to her. The express eleVator was
shooting upward now.
"What does it matter where we live,
so long as we have each other?"
"You're a little saint," he said as
he took her In a very secular embrace.
And then she begun to laugh.
The whimsy struck her that she was
like u bird gaining Its freedom from
a cage only to find Itself In a trap.
It wus a good Joke on her. She
the Jokes fute played on ber
sometimes more or less.
CHAPTER V.

lie taxlciihbed them down to the
Knickerbocker and lunched them so
lavishly that Duphtic and her mother
felt thoroughly reassured us to his
means. Then he left them und descended to the subway.
Clay bad insisted on their dining
and tlienterlug with li i m. They ate
nt the Astor and be fed them handsomely again. Mrs. Kip managed to
cut eh a glimpse of the bill for the
meal. It made her heurt ache till she
noted that Clay gave the waiter a
dollar bill for the tip, without visible
excitement on either side. She resolved that Mr. Wimhurn must be
very rich or very rash.
Next morning the uttuck on t!ie
shops began in earnest. Clay did not
and so Daphne and
lunch with t
her mother ate In .he restaurant of a
department store and paid for their
It made a difference.
own meal.
Even the bargain prices for food totaled up utinlcnsuntly, and Mrs. Kip
missed Clay's shining presence.
The clutos of the styles was so. complete that the two women decided to
retire und study out their campaign
on the war maps. They began to

uihke out lists und tally up price:, lo,
afternoon went by, und they had accomplished little except up itemized
despair.
"It's awful, that's what It Isj It's
simply awful," Mrs. Kip wailed. "It
costs a fortune to get nothing at all
"I guess I'll go home and be an old
maid," said Daphne. "Dud's money
wouldn't buy me enough to get married in Sandusky."
But when Clay urrlved to take them
out to dinner he brought romance with
him. He hud hud a good day at the
ofllce. There had been a flurry of hope
in Wall street and everybody said
that the business world hud reached
the rock bottom of depression and
started up again.
He celebrated the new era with a
twelve-dolla- r
dinner at the Plaxa and
another theater, und after that he
made Mrs. Kip accompany them to a
roof garden, where Daphne and e
danced with other lulty In the inter
vals between professional dunces on
the floor und vuudeville turns on the
stage.
The next day there was another
foray on the shops und the dressniuk
era, with a buftling result. The list of
necessaries with their minimum prices
began to grow so long und ominous
that they decided to give up keeping a
list. They would buy what Just hud
to he got, us cheaply us they could,
and If they overrun their appropriation papa would simply huve to help
thein out.
The wedding dute had yet to be
fixed and the Invitations ordered, with
their royal phraseology in the latest
formula.
They placed the day lite enough for
Bayard and his wife to get hue from

ill

He Celebrated
Twelve-Dolla- r

the New Era With I
Dinner at the Plaza.

FARMER SHOULD STUDY EXPERIENCES OF
OTHERS BEFORE PURCHASING A TRACTOR

I:

The Iron Horse Saves Time When Time is Most Valuable.
(Prepared by the United State! Department of Agriculture.)
A tractor may be either a profitable

or an unprofitable Investment. Each
farm has Its own peculiarities; and a
farmer must weigh the advantages and
disudvuntages carefully before buying
He should study the ex1 tractor.
periences of those who huve used tractors In farm work, paying particular
attention to hose whose furms conform most nearly to his own In size
and system of cropping. This Is advice from specialists of the United
States department of agriculture.
On an average, one farm In 30 In the
Dulted Stutes now uses a tractor. It
has been estimated by manufacturers
that over 300,01)0 tractors will be made
Uiis year. It behooves every farmer
contemplating buying one to study his
farm problems from every angle.
Advantages in Using Tractor.
The advantage of a tractor lies not
so much In the reduction In the cost of
doing a piece of work as In being able
to do it in less time. Thus the number of acres farmed can be Increased
and the work done quickly. Often the
saving of time Is the Important factor
In making a profit on the crop grown.
A tractor can be kept on the Job in
hot weather when horses are at a disadvantage. It can do heavy work and
io it rapidly, thus covering the desired
acreage In the proper season. It suves
man lubor, thus enabling the farm to
It
be worked with less hired help.
sometimes decreases the number of
horses needed, thus saving both Investment in horses und the expense of their
feed.
The tructor owner can Increase his
income somewhat by doing custom
work of his neighbors; hut this Is
Outsldo
often a doubtful practice.
work must begone at a time when it
will not Interfere with the necessary
work on his own pluce or he will lose
more hy neglect thun he makes by the
custom work.
Disadvantages Mentioned by Owners.
The packing of damp soil and the
difficulty of efficient operation are the
chief disadvantages mentioned by trac
tor users. Where early spring work Is
necessary, the packing of the soil, especially a heavy soil, Is a serious ob
jection.
The fact that a tractor demands a

Kuroiie.
Bavnril had not written, ol
course, since his marriage, except 8
brief note from the steamer the nuj
he landed. But he had set six weeks
ns the limit of Ills absence.
One evening Clay announced that h
had reserved three seats for a new
coined v that had opened with success
a few nights before. Mrs. Kip begged
to he excused from going.
Cluv urired her to reconsider her re
fusal. "Sure you won't go? You oughl
ut least to see the slur, Sheila Kemble
Some neonle sav she looks a little Ilk
Daphne. Of course she doesn't; she'i
not a tenth ns beautiful or young ot
attractive, hut there is a kind of 8
resenibliince. And they suy she gets n RAT IS INVETERATE
thousand dollars a week. Daphm
ENEMY OF CHICKENS
could give her cards and spudes and
beat her. Sure you won't go?"
"I wouldn't put my psr feet Intc
those tlirht slippers tonight to see Rodents Destroy Feed, Eggs and
Macbeth."
Daphne herself play
All Kinds of Fowls.
So Clay und Daphne went aione.
After the lust uct he proposed Clare
niont for supper. Daphne accepted Farmer In Virginia Reports Twenty.
with xest They entered nn open
Six Turkeys Killed by Pests In
and scudded up the long bins seam
One Night Losses in Other
street
nt llroiulwnv to Seventy-seconParts of Country.
drlvt
ltlverside
to
across
whisked
and
nnd up Its meuiulcrlng splendor.
(Prepared by the t'nlte1 Slates Depart.
ment of Agriculture.)
poultryman should be on
Every
disa
have
and
Daphne
Clay
guard continually against rats. Thev
tressing experience when the
destroy feed, eggs, and fowls, and are
the
to
former's attempt
keep up
inveterate enemies to all kinds . of
him
had
set
gets
If
pace that he
poultry, from chicks, squnhs, ducksituation.
Into an embarrassing
und young turkeys Just out of
lings,
to
Daphne's eyes are opened
to tough old birds awaiting
shell
the
some things to which she had
the hatchet at the close of a long and
given little thought The next
noisy career. Although most of their
tells how these
Installment
depredations are confined to eggs and
came
about
things
young birds, when driven by hunger
fowls at roost,
rats kill
CTO BE CONTINUED.)
biting them through the head or neck.
Complaints about rats have come to
slide for the rapid erection of the
the
biological survey. United States
Belnc engaged extensively 10 department of agriculture, from many
government work, he was able to quarters. For example, a farmer In
throw In a large force of men, trans- Virginia reported 2f turkeys killed by
ferred from other government work these pests In a night Another, In
that was finished.
Kansas, lost between 200 and 300
The site of the first barracks was chickens and many eggs by rats durwere
and
staked
and
posts
surveyed
ing the course of one summer. His
set in concrete in one day.
neighbors had similar experiences.
From New Jersey has come a report
Repopulation Problem.
of rats killing young ducks. An
Is
concerned
with Ohloan has complained that the aniThe reichstag
problems which threaten the German mals burrow beneath his coops and
birth rate. It Is recommended to get take chicks from nnder the hen. In
the workers away from the dtles, certain neighborhoods of Massachuwhere they can have small letached setts half of a season's hatch of
cottages In which light and country chickens and ducsllngs have been
air and nutritious food ran be ob- killed by rats.
tained. This course would tend to InHats multiply rapidly when left uncrease the number of births. It has been disturbed where there is plenty to eat
learned that about half of the muti- One
may Increase to more than
lated soldiers are marrying women old- 2,000 pair
in a single year.
er than themselves, a custom which Is
Farmers' Bulletin No. 898, "House
pernicious for repopulation. To check Rats and Mice," describes various
Infant mortality more children's clin- methods
by which the depredations
ics will be established.
of these pests may be prevented.
Breaking the News Gently.
Fertilize Fruit Trees.
In our opinion this Higgtnsvllle solIf we expect fruit trees to bear
dier deserves the medal for delicately
breaking bad news of two sorts to each year tt la our duty to fertilize
so that they may form
mother. His leMer in the Jeffersonlan them prorr-rtays: "How Is every one at home? I fruit buds.
am fine and dandy. Say, mother, yon
ought to have seen my new bed last
Dry Fruit for Winter.
nlgbt It wss one of the nicest white
Dry all the fruit yon ran. Ton will
iron beds, with springs, mattress, find a ready market for It next winsheets, blankets and a soft pillow. It ter.
was in a hospital where I am now.
The front is the only place I see any
Beana as Cash Crop.
fun now. I haven't been paid for six
cash
Field beans are valuable as
months, and so yon see I am near crop and as m abort-livelegume in
broke," & Huso Ot Xliuea.
crop rotations.
taxi-cut-

d

certain amount of knowledge on the
part of the operator can scarcely be
considered a disadvantage. The training can be easily obtuined at small expense. But too many men attempt to
run tractors without learning anything
about them except the starting, stopThe imping and shifting gears.
portant thing Is the ability to detect
trouble the minute It begins to develop, and know how to remedy it
promptly Instead of allowing It to run
along until an expensive delay results.
It pays to spend a few days gaining
experience under a competent Instructor. It Is unwise to attempt to run a
tructor without such preparation. With
the Increasing use of tractors, as well
as automobiles and stationary engines,
farmers are rapidly becoming familiar
with the care and operation of gas
engines. At the same tln;e, tractors
are being Improved and simplified so
that difficulties In operation are grow
tng less each year.
The comparatively large Investment,
rapid depreciation and fuel and repair
bills have also been mentioned by
fanners as points against owning a
tractor. They point out, too, that
tractor is not adaptable to all farm
work where horses are ordinarily used.
However, the tractor can do much
work that horses cannot do work
where belt power Is needed.
Fit the Tractor to the Farm,
One of the most Important points to
consider when buying a tractor is
the size of the farm. Experienced
tractor owners rarely recommend the
purchase of a tractor for use on a farm
with less than 120 or 130 acres under
cultivation, and for such farms th
outfit Is usually preferred.
However, most of the forms on which
tractors are being used successfully are
somewhat larger than this, and a majority of the tructors pull three plows.
Four-plomachines are being used
satisfactorily on some furms where
there is a larger amount of work to be
done, and where the conditions are
such that one man can operate an outfit of this size.
Size, however. Is not the only factor to be considered, and the question
whether or not a tractor will prove
profitable is a problem in farm management which must be worked out for
the Individual farm.
two-plo-

GREAT RESULTS FROM CLUBS
Opinion of Dr. Thomas F. Hunt, Dsan
and Director of the California
Agricultural Collage.
(Prepared by ths United States Department of Agriculture.)
The United States department of
the state agricultural
agriculture,
colleges, and other agencies for the
promotion of better farming are spending considerable money In' club work
among boys.
Does It pay? Here Is the opinion of
Dr. Thomas F. Hunt, dean and director of the college of agriculture, University of California.
. "The college of agriculture did not.
In my opinion, get as effective results
.from any other equal sum of money
which It expended as It did from the
amount of money spent on boys' clubs.
"These clubs have been running long
enough for us to have some knowledge
of their Influence on the future lives
of the boys concerned. I think, I am
well within the mark when I say that
for the amount of money expended we
get the greatest human results."

bar-n,e- k

SET

RECORD

FOR

BUILDING

New York University Put Up Eight
Large Buildings for Soldiers in
Thirteen Days.
New York university set a record
In finishing an army barracks building
for the new students' army training
corps In six days, says the New York
Tribune. This building was the first
of a group of eight needed for the
newly Inducted soldiers at the univer
sity. The entire group was completed
In 13 days from the time the work
was started. Prof. Collins P. IUlas.
head of the department of mechanical
engineering at the university, supervised this rush Job of construction, the
university authorities having contracted for the erection of the barracks as
soon as It wss learned that New York
university would become an 8. A. T.
C camp.
The buildings are completely sealed
so they ran be kept comfortably heated by the big cantonment stoves.
There are double floors throughout.
there Is double sheathing on the outside, and the walla are sealed Inside.
Each barracks conforms to the army
plan of 43 by 120 feet dimensions.
In the mess nail l,ouu men are leu in
two shifts. High pressure steam cook-er- a
are ased. There are gas and coal
ranges, strata table on which to keep
the food hot, and some kettles three
feet In diameter. A dishwasher oper
ated by steam deans S,000 dishes an
boar.
One of the university's graduate en
gineers John Lowry, Jr. tru reapoo

y
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More feed and food crops for man
and animals.
Silos should be provided for both
winter and summer. Do not plant any potatoes unless you
give them the best of care.
e

Take pride la the farm and Its environment if you .would enjoy farm
life
e
The best way to start alfalfa Is br
good seed bed, and that In
making
warm weather, too.
lot of
The fanner who board
ground squirrels cannot hope to get
full value out of his labor and Investment

e

Make your plans to rave what la
grown on your farm this year. Someone must boU the surplus. Why not
hold It yourself?
One or more tomato diseases commonly known as rust can be largely
controlled by the timely use of bordeaux mixture.
Before spending money for UnM no
land suspected of being sour. It la well
to test the soil for It lime aeed, la
order to make the applicatloa eqaal
to the amount required.

IMFKOVED UNIFORM IffTESIUTIONAL
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AUTO JACK WILL
DO MANY THINGS
Four of Them of Different Sizes
Will Save Car Owner Much
Time and Temper.

LESSON FOR JUNE 15
WILL JACK CAR OUT OF MUD

PRAYER.
LESSON TEXTS

Matt.

Luke

18:

GOLDEN TEXT Be careful for noth.
ins:; but in everything by prayer and
with thanksgiving let your
be made known unto God. PbiL

Device Is Indispensable During Spring
Overhauling or When There Are
Bent Parts to Body or Frame
of Machine.

!:.

ADDITIONAL MATERIAL Gen. 1S:M-1- 3:
Ex. 82:31, 12: Matt. 26.30-46- ;
Luke 11:
John 17:Ki6; 1 The8- - :l7i Jm
;
avisPRIMARY" TOPIC Talking With the
Heavenly Father.
JUNIOR TOPIC-Je- sui
Teaches How to

Pray.

TOPIC-Pra- yer
INTERMEDIATE
Privilege and a Dutv.
BENIOR AND ADULT TOPIC-T- he
Christian Conception of Prayer.

a

I. The Proper Motive In Prayer
(Mntt. 6:5-8The righteousness which count" with
God is doing right deeds with the
right motive.
Righteous as the act
f praying Is It inny be on abomination unto God :
1. If It be to he seen nnd heard of
men (v. 5). Much of the public praying Is false when there Is more
thought of what the people think than
af what God thinks.
In praying the
Individual is dealing with God. therefore if he be engaged In It to attract
men's attention it is blasphemous. It
ts not wrong to prny on the street corner and In the synagogues ; that whlcb
condemned is doing It to be seen
Df men.
2. If there lie the use of vain repetitions (v. 7). This does not mean that
we should ask but once, for we have
examples of Christ and of Paul praying three times for the same thlnsj
(Matt. 25;
hut
II Cor. 12:7-8meaningless repetitions as done by the
bep then. The reason assigned is that
"your Father knoweth what things ye
have need of before ye ask him" (v.
8). God is pleased with true prayer
(v. 6). We should have a real desire
for fellowship with God. Since prayer
Is a transaction of the soul with God,
we should go to our Inner chamber,
where only God cnn hear, and there
commune with him.
II. The Model Prayer (Matt.
1. Itlght relationship. "Our Father."
Only those who have become children
of God by faith In Jesus Christ (Qui.
B
:2C) can prny aright.
2. Itlght attitude. "Hallowed be thy
mime. Thy kingdom come." When
we realize that we have been delivered
from the power of darkness and translated into the kingdom of his dear Bon
(Col. 1:13) by being made the children of God we cannot help pouring
out our souls to him In gratitude and
praise, longing for the coining of his
kingdom.
3. Right spirit (1) That of trust
which looks to him for dally bread.
(2) That of love which results In the
forgiveness of others. God will not
listen to the prayer of the one who has
an unforgiving spirit.
(3) That of
holiness which moves us to pray not
to he led In temptation, and longs to
be delivered from the evil one.
4. The ascription of praise. "Thine
Is the kingdom, the power, and the
glory forever."
III. Ptrslsteney In Prayer (Luke 18:

That little jack stowed away under
the seat of your car will do many help-

ful things, but three more of them,
of different sizes, will save you much
time and temper.
For Instance, when you get hopelessly stuck in mud, sand, clay or even
snow your Jack may be the means of
getting your ear out of Its predicae
ment and save you that
walk
to the nearest villuge to get a span of
horses.
Every juck should be fitted with a
block of wood as broad and
long as will conveniently fit into the
car. If the Juck is so equipped, It will
allow the cur to be Jacked up out of
the mudhole, so that the rear wheels
cun have bourds slipped beneath them
for traction. If necessary It Is not a
bad idea even to use the car cushion
for traction; that Is, If no planks are
at hand and you are
for
six-mil-

two-inc- h

hard-pushe- d

I

39-4- 6;

The teaching of this parable Is that
men ought always to pray and not to
Tnlnt (v. 1). The context shows that
praying should be the business of the
church while the Lord Is absent. Having referred to the coming of the Lord
It the close of the preceding chapter
he uses this partible to enforce the obligation of the church under the figure of a widow crying day and night
unto God. Though the unjust Judge
had neither fear of God nor regard
for man he avenged her of her enemies. Much more, then, wilt the ten
der loving Father. God. avenge his own
elect (v. 7). God Is pleased with those
who persistently pray, or, as popularly
ex pressed, prny through."
IV. The Proper Attitude In Prayer
(Luke
This

1814).

Is brought out In striking con
Jrast by two men praying. The Pharisee's sense of self practically excluded
the consciousness of God. The poor
publican had a most keen sense of
Rod, and therefore sought his mercy,
The Pharisee presented personal cre
dentials, while the publican cast him
self upon God's mercy. The publican
was juiineci, wntie tne lliarlsee was
rejected. Let us come Into the presence of God with humility, for God Is
holy.

Winning Out.
and working
earnestly and honestly for what seems
to you the right and good thing between man and man, and man and
God, then yon may rest assured of
this, that the roost tremendous form
In all the universe are somehow work'
log behind and with yon. The In
creasing and unfolding purposes nf all
the ages, the labors of heroic men and
women of countless patient generations, the very ultimate powers In the
great universe, that God himself mast
have made, are all somehow linked up
with the alms and purposes and Ideals
that are yours. Is there, them, any
chance of failure or ultimate disas-

If

you

sre living

ter!

According

te

Nature.

The leaven la the measure of meal
did not need to struggle and strive
to transform its surroundings, nor te
be anxious shout results. It was what
tt was. and because It kept ea bHni
leave and nothing else tt changed tht
whole mass. It ts Christianity which
Is to leaven the world the daffy living Christianity of those who belong
to Cbrm.

THROW-OU-
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In certain cars It is necessary to
remove the floor boards in order to
lubricate the clutch throw-ou- t
collar.
As a consequence many car owners
neglect this important Item of lubri
cation, until trouble In the units
makes the need evident. In cases of
this kind where no provision hits been
made fur lubrication by having a
grease cup that extends up through
the floor bourds It will be wise to in
stall an oil line to feed this part. This
can easily be done by arranging a
lurge oil cup to feed through a small
opening Into a metal pipe running to
the throw-ou- t
collar. It Is necessary
to have a small opening, so that the
flow of oil will not be too rapid, for
obvious reasons. There are severul
oil cups on the market,
which may be used to advantage In
this connection.
TIRE TOOL

Little Wedge of Wood Can Be Slipped
In Between Beads and Pulled
Around Surface.
Do Not Neglect to Increase Your Jack
Family by at Least On er Two Be-

One of the most convenient little
weapons for use in tire repairing Is a
fore Taking a Tour,
of
little wedge of wood,
the necessary material. In fact, any- an Inch thick and three to Ave Inches
on the size of tires
long,
thing that will enable your car to get nsed. depending
This wedge Is slipped in be
on solid ground is cheaper than waittween the beads und can be pulled
ing all night for assistance.
One of the cleverest uses for the around the entire circumference of
the tire with one hand, while the oth
Jack was seen recently, when a wounded soldier drove Into town In a heavy er Is free to hold the tire. This Is
car that had a broken spring. As be much easier than trying to use both
bad a crippled leg, he was not strong hands to force the casing open, while
It on the shoulder.
enougb to lift the body of the car to holding
place a bumper or log between the
axle and the frame. But he had wise- DO NOT NEGLECT UNIVERSALS
ly provided himself with a small low
Jack, which conveniently fitted Into the Joints Wear Rapidly and Frequently
apace between the axle and the body.
Break If Grease Is Lacking-L- ook
The Jack Is Indispensable during the
After Them.
spring overhauling or when there are
bent parts to the body or frame. For
A dry universal wears rapidly and
example, bent body parts may be frequently seizes and breaks If it
straightened by giving the jack a lev- lacks grease. Do not neglect, thereerage against the garage wall, '
the lubrication of your universal
Jacks have long been used In fore,
Joints. True, It Is usually a lot of
garages that are not equipped with trouble to grease them.
are un
hue machinery for straightening bent der the car and Just whenThey
you feel like
frames and even front axles. In addithe Job no grease gun Is handy.
tion to this, when straightening a bent doing
to neglect them Is to court
frame with a Jack the chassis does not However,
They should be lubricated
need to be dismantled, as it would If disaster.
once a month.
heat were applied. O. F. Collins In about
Popular Science Monthly.
GOOD ADJUSTMENT OF BRAKES
three-quarte-

INACCESSIBLE

I think that I shall never see
A poem lovely as a tree.
A tree whose hungry mouth is prest
Against the world's sweet flowing
breast
A tree that looks at God all day
And lifts her leafy arms to pray;
A tree that may In summer wear
A nest of robins in her hair;
I'pon whose bosom snow has lain
Who Intimately lives with rain.
Poems are made by folks like me.
But only God can make a tree.

There Are Several
Cups
on Market Which May Be Used
for Thia Purpose.

MOST CONVENIENT

LOOSEN

KITCHEN
CABINET

COLLAR

T

g

).

6:0-15- ).

Two frequent causes of spark
plug trouble are oil or particles
of carbon collecting between the
points and sooting of the porcelain. The first mentioned is
remedied by carefully removing
the oil or carbon and thus clearing the gap. If the carbon on
the porcelain la hard, do not attempt to scrape it off. Soak the
porcelain in kerosene or liquid
carbon remover until the carbon
Is soft enough to wipe off cleanly with a cloth.
Points out of adjustment or
burned away will also1 cause
missing. The points should be
adjusted to a gup of from
to
of an Inch, depending upon the
Ignition system, carburetor adjustment and design of motor.
OIL FOR

i
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PER.
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three-fourth- s

well-beate-

'
There la no mystery about happiness
whatever. Put In the right ingredients
and It must come out.
Whoso will observe the wonderful
providences of God shall have wonderful providences to observe.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
People who live In the country or
towns where tbey may have
plenty of space for
will
he
gardens
able to grow all

well-rotte-

'

MEATS

soar or stoop.
stand or druop,
crtnse or govern.
must be sovereign.

--

If Too Tight, Friction Results and
.Unit Becomes Hot Good Plsn to
Best Plan Is to Use Socket Wrench of
Feel Brake Drum.
Proper 8ixe With Big Wrench
the fresh vegefor Leverage.
T?ent Is the Inevitable concomitant
tables needed for
of friction. When the brakes have
summer and enough
The best way of loosening large been too tightly adjusted, friction reto can for the winand Inaccessible nuts, which are some- sults and the unit becomes hot. It Is
ter. A gMl vegetimes found about the chassis. Is to a good plan to feel the brake drum
table garden Is a
use a socket wrench of the proper after an adjustment has been made
good solution for
to
furnish
with
a
wrench
car
the
run
the
and
If
for
the parts the high cost of living. Kven those
size,
big
awhile,
hanThis
will
combination
too
In
sre
the who are obliged to live In upartiueuts
leverage.
tight, the heat present
dle almost anything.
drum will Indicate the trouble.
or flats may, with a little work, raise
a variety of good things. A barrel has
proven a good garden fur strawberIDEA OF SCARCITY OF RUBBER IN GERMANY
ries, and It has also grown cucumbers
and radishes. Cucumbers may be
grown on a rack, and If well watered
will grow quite a crop. Fill the barrel
with
horse manure, nnd be
sure to wuter the ground, not the
plant.
Large flower urns are another fine
plnee to start an early crop of vegetables. The crop may all be gone by
the time It Is warm enough to set out
the geraniums nnd foliage plants.
1'arsley and chives may Ite grown in
the kitchen window all the year round,
making plenty of the flavor for all
the dishes one wishes to garnish and
season.
For the leaf lettuce a bed three feet
square will supply the average family
with all the lettuce needed. As It Is
used, sow more seed and have fresh,
crisp lettuce all the season. For the
head lettuce mTe room will be needed,
but It pays for all the time and trouble nf transplanting.
Those who are not crowded for room
should have an asparagus bed, for
when It begins to produce It Is a joy
forever. A strawberry bed Is another
desirable addition to the garden. With
a little care and transplanting one may
keep a bed for years.
Early Spring Dish. Omk together
young onions, carrots and peas In just
as little wster as possible, with s little
This Interesting French official photograph, which was taken at Oise, salt pork cut In small cubes snd
Quesmy, gives a very good idea of the scarcity of rubber In Germany. The browned. When the vegetables are
bicycle wheel that the man in the picture Is holding is a German wheel lacking tender do not drain, but add milk,
robber tires. Ia place of the rubber that is not put on, because of the rubber season and serve as a chowder or as
being so scarce, springs have been put oa It instead.
a side dish.

high. If the dripping persists, the
Replacing plugs.
Ia replacing spark plugs In hot cyl valve leaks snd should be ground In,
inders they should Dot be screwed npJ preferably using pumice stone.
toe ognuy er aimcaity wiu later oe
Radiator Leaks.
experienced la attempting to remove
A frequent cause of leaks In radiathem, due te expansion.
tors Is that the vents in the filling cap
and overflows become choked, with
Carburetor Float Vahre.
Easy te Commit Sin.
It h great deal easier te) commit
If gasoline leaks from the
sediment, with the result that steam
second ia than It was te commit buretor srhea the car is standing, and accumulates in the radiator, and the
the first, end a great deal harder te the engine-Iexit running, the needle pressure seeking aa outlet forces an
repent of a second, than tt was te re- valve connected with the float should opening at the weakest point A little
be Investigated. If pressing it down care of the Teat win remedy tits trou- pent of the first. BenJamia
tops the dripping, the float is too

Tou must either
Fail or triumph,
You must either
Must be slave or

Thinly sliced mutton cut from
roast not too well done and heated In
currant Jelly makes
a most appetizing
Joyce Kilmer.
dish. '
EMERGENCY
LUNCHEONS.
Take slices of
rare roast beef and
We rend or hear told of wonderful
roll each in a thin
meals prepared by a wave of the hand
slice of bacon ;
and a cold chicken com
cook until crisp,
bined with an elastic
The bacon may be
Imagination ; but the ma- tied or skewered.
jority of us poor mortals
Creamed Calf's Liver Tuke left
find
ourselves over
usually
cooked liver, chop very line and
minus the chicken and add to
a rich white sauce; heat nnd
the cupboard bare. It Is
over buttered toast nnd serve
times like these that try pour
women's souls. The wom- garnished with crisp curls of bacon
Mock Oysters. Cm pieces of veal
an In tovta who has the
Into oyster-sizepieces; pound until
telephone or the corner grocery to well
support her in trying hours is upt to and broken; dip In eggs and crumbs
fry in fat. Serve with toast.
be improvident, but the country womHam Souffle. Take a cup of cold
an needs to store up ammunition for
chopped ham,
cup of bread
the time of siege.
If women In the country will re- crumbs, three eggs, salt and pepper
and one pint of milk. Heat the eggs,
member that the every-dathings they
serve will be a treat to town people, mix with the Ingredients nnd bake 20
the entertaining would not be such minutes in a moderately hot oven,
Minced veal, cooked, or dried beef
a bugbear.
Fresh vegetables, fruits and eggs shredded added ti a white sauce und
with milk will niaffe a meal flt for a served over toust Is another good dish.
serve with tomato sauce.
king In summer, with the wealth of
tairs Heart. Wash the heart, re
the garden to draw upon.
An omelet Is a dainty dish and one move the tough portions, stuff with
highly seasoned stufllng and bake two
which nearly everybody likes.
An emergency shelf with canned sal' or three hours. It may be parboiled
mon, Bhrimp, chicken und tuna may for an hour then baked, using the
be a source of any number of tasty liquor to baste the meat nnd to make a
gravy. Serve with boiled onion.
dishes from soup to sulud or
Veal Croquettes. Put a pint of veal
dishes.
Canned vegetables, canned at home through a meat grinder, add a tablewhen they are In their prime, are spoonful of suit, a tnblespoonful of
available for various dishes. Canned lemon Juice and a generous sprinkling
of
Melt three tuhlespoonfuls
asparagus is a most delicious vege- of paprika. odd two
butter,
tnhlespoonfuls of
table served In white sauce on toast.
finely minced onion, three tuhlespoonTomatoes, well seasoned, served on fuls
of flour and
a
toast, are most appetizing, and when of veal stock or milk. Cook of cup
together
canned wholo make a most refresh- five
minutes, add two
ing salad.
stir until well mixed. Mix with
Canned fruits, jellies, and pickles eggs;
veal
the
and cook. Shape, allowing a
with relishes of various kinds are
tublespoonful for each
Dip
usually found In abundance In most In egg nnd crumbs, andcroquet.
fry In deep
homes. These with a few cookies, fut.
Serve with a white sauce If dea cupful of tea, cocoa or coffee will sired.
make a simple and tasty dessert.
Sausages linked on top of creamed
With plenty of milk at hand a cream
potatoes makes another nice change
soup Is quickly made, using any vege- from the ordinary method of
serving.
table from potatoes to peas.
Serve them frtu the dish In which
A hot meat or fish prepared In an
they were baked.
escolloped dish with crumbs, egg nnd
ts
both
and
seasoning
tasty.
satisfying
If every tree In all the wood could take
A stenmed pudding may be made
some mortal form
leave the around where It has
And
a
can
of fruit cake, or batter
be made
stood
sunshine
and
through
with fruit that will steam in fifteen
through storm,
The lofty pine would be a knight la
minutes; with cream and sugar such
armor strong and rare,
a pudding Is most welcome. Short
The slender birch with dress so white
cakes are also well liked and almost
would be his lady fair.
any kind of fruit at hand may be
KEEPING DOWN EXPENSES.
used.

mail

NUTS

The Eternal Feminine Glows in Gowns

THE

SPARK PLUG TROUBLES

Robinson Crusoe.
Defoe based bis story, "Robinson
Crusoe?" which made him famous, on
the experiences of Selkirk, who was
put ashore on Juan Fernandez Island,
at his owa reqnest, as he had quarreled with-thcaptain of the Cinque
Ports, of which he wss sailing mas
ter.- - Selkirk remained on the island
more than four years, and In 1712
there appeared-- bis book. ."Cruising
Voyage Around the World," and Captain Cooke's "Voyage to the South
Sea," which Defoe used as his basis.
.

When we fully learn, as the French
nnd other nations have, to use meat
more often simply as a
flavor, and other foods In
combination with it, ws
will not need to be so
exercised
about
high
prices.
When preparing
steak add a cupful of cooked oatmeal to
a pound of the meat, It
does not lessen Its at
tractiveness or Its nourishment, but
It does decrease the cost as It goes
much farther In serving. A little
scraped onion nnd a pinch of cloves
will vary the usual seasoning of salt
and pepM'r.
If you have opjiortiinlty to notice
the meat bills of the cook who buys
meats which take little time to prepare, like steaks, cutlets ami chops,
you will llnd that they are much larger than those of the cook who buy
pot roasts, stews, soup meat und the
cheaper nits. A small piece of meat
added to a large quantity of vegetables will give flavor to them and the
amount of meat will never he noticed.
As meat Is the great Item In many
families, costing as much as It does
today. It Is needful that all housewives take serious thought and do
much planning to furnish their families with nourishing food with th
amount they have to spend Uin It.
When n tough piece of meat has
been purchased, rub It well with olive
oil or corn oil, add a little chopiied
parsley nnd a bay leaf with a few
the
tablespoonfuls of vinegar.
meat He In this overnight, then drain
and brown the meat, add the vinegar
and Mime water and let It simmer
until tender at a low heat on the back
port of the stove.
Ry buying staples, such as sugar,
early In the season when It is usually
2 to S cents less a pound, one can
provide the year's supply at quite a
saving. Canned goods of all kinds
can be bought at a saving when taken
by the dozen or case. However. If
one feels because a goodly supply Is
on hand that It can be used more
freely, the saving will be lost.
Leaf lard can be bought often 3
to 3 cents cheaper than the prepared
lard, and you are sure after It la
done that you have pure lard.

rash
and

Ion Is Inclined to be

tolerant about the waist and loops over at the

this summer allow
ing several paths to be favored, so long
s they lead to the same goal. And the
goal In afternoon gowns Is styles
that are utterly feminine. One may
reach It by traveling the rich, sleek,
silky way, or take the airy route that
leads through clouds of thlu, misty
materials. Kven the silhouette varies
uccordlng to the character of the fabrics wherewithal we ore clothed.
Silks flout about the figure und cling
to It, organdies wreathe and froth
about it ; we have dresses nipped In at
the waist anil dresses that hang us
straight as a chemise, but they are of
daintiness and a luxuriousness that
are deur to women.
Here are two very dissimilar frocks
for afternoon that Illustrate the fore
One of them Is a black and
going.
white combination In which georgette
crei makes the upper half and black
satin the lower half of a handsome
Thread embroidery on the
gown.
georgette enriches the frock and lends
up to the heavy silk cord that lies
broad-minde-

Kibow sleeves prodnlai this a
midsummer model.
Dotted Voile Is to be credited with
the daintiness of the frock at the right
of the group. It has a narrow underskirt and a long, .tucked tunl that ts
quite full, over It. The full bodice
with round" neck bus
length, tucked sleeves and fastens at
the- left' front with stnull round buttons. A dress of this kind without a
sash doesn't seem to be In the mind of
designers this season, and here we
have three long ends of narrow ribbon
falling from a bow at the waistline.
These gay, fluttering ribbons are characteristic of the season.
There are muny lovely colors to
choose from, according to their
In plain and in figured
voiles. The latter appear to have the
preference, there Is something SO unpretentious about them. They are enticingly dainty und make It easy to
meet the demands of fashion In afternoon gowns.
buck.

three-quart-

Sport Hats and Others

hnm-burg-

It

necanse the late summer hat takes
rue from the sort hat, and re
sembles it more or less. It Is sometimes dlfhcult to make up one's mind
Just which of the last millinery ar
rivals are to be classed as sport
styles. But no one Is concerned much
uliotit the matter. "Late summer" In!he shops show.
cludes every! Ii
from now until
Hy fall Is ushered
in, and
siirt styles" are worn almost everywhere.
The late sunnier
hat Is not burdened with much trimming, for It must contrive to look
There ore exceptions to this
cool.
rule In hats and trimmings made of
the airiest fabrics, among the loveliest of dress hats, but generally the
late summer hat has a flavor of outdiings vacations.
Journeys and
vides populorlty wlih sort styles
that tcrve the same purposes.
In the group of hsts eliown l.ere s
with white crve
leghorn faced
It is a simple
georgette leads off.
affair so far ss trimming is concerned, for It has a band of iibUn
alxiut the crown with flat ornaments
set at Intervals against It. At the
top an organdie hat that will look
cool In August weather contents Itself with s braided pattern on the
top crown and similar motifs on the
Its

brim at the front, back and sides.
There Is a crushed band of organdie about the crown. . Other materials are used for late summer hots
as printed ami embroidered voiles, cretonne ond batiste.
Georgette rree makes the lovelj
hat at the right of the group
sirt
with Its high,-soferoven. and smooth
A band about the frown made
brim.
of folds of the creK? la ss elegant a
finish as the most exacting taste can
demand.
.
If you are considering a sport hat
give attention - the new and picturesque rhod.-"tapestry hats"
that are '
onni with brims
with
faced
. I'hey. are
beauti..I full of color, but
ful and prucnuntrimmed. extvpt for a band of narrow rihlmti, usually of velvet, about
y
the crown. A
t

t-

m.-n-

-

t--

"
Draped Line la Used.
The draped line Is used on some of
the new skirts.

Short, Full Tunic
evening gowns feature
short, full tunic
Many

the

Trsvel Is Expensive.
"D RIble aay dat de poor yon hah
wlv yon always," ruminated Shlnbone,
"an' I reckon dat's kase dey la too
poor ter break away." Boston Transcript.

Soutache Braid.
Sailor Suits.
Soutache braiding Is heavily applied
When making sailor suits,
to many of the new afternoon frocks. where bibs of Vs sre required, etc,
why
The braiding usually - matches the not make a regular, good fitting under-walt
In
color, although Mack is
georgette
with buttons, dowa bsck, snd
sometimes used on dark blue.
collsr band? It's sfwaj-la place.

Possession Begets Desire.
really know what
money will do for him until be baa a
lotof It That is why men: want more
aa they get more. The same is trae
of knowledge, or fame, or frieoda, or
religion.

Untrimmed Hats Selling.
Stretching Hose.
.Women sre attempting borne trl reIf stockings, either wool or cation,
eling to a large extent, owing to the have shrunk Vo tbey are too small
slnjplictry of trimming on a great many tbey caa be restored to original size
of the spring hats, tf one may judge by by wetting la warm water and dry-tz- i
the number of untrimmed bate being
over a pair of old shoes If roa
sold.
leave no wooden stocking forms.

A ma a doesn't

s

Kafir and milo have established ITEMS OF INTEREST
Dalifktful Party WaAsaaJay
FROM CHAMA TOWN
their worth in the feed lot. Dwarf
Hiss Stella Sloan, worthy matron
kafir and milo may still be planted to j
of the Santa Fe Chapter delightin
Mas
oft
southern
the
valleys
Grayertiaf
advantage
fully entertained at her home oa
New Mexico.
j
Hillside avenue, Wednesday afterI once heard a story about a
j
noon the following Past Matroas.
Victor Culberson, chairman of the small boy who was lost in a forest.
lira. T. Z. Winter, Mrs. Fred
New Mexico Cattle Sanitary Board, Kneeling down he prayed earnestly
Mrs. H. F. Stephens, Mrs. R.
coeooooocceooooooooooooooooooooooooooeoooooocoooooooo
oanuocwxiooonrwaooBocooooooocooooooooooecoecooooocooooo
was a visitor at the cajiital during the to the Almighty to help him find his
L. Ormsbee and Mrs. J. H. Wagner,
the
reached
At
home.
last he
week. He reports sjbnditiont good way
Santa Fe, Mn. F. W. Parker, Las
lieutenant Gavcrnor B. F. Pankey
WELCOME HOME
Uatjiaa! aa4 SpUadtf Racr4
Attorney Gcnerl O. O. Askren
edge ot the woods, where h'.i home
y
Miss Edna liable Rich a member Cruces, Mrs. Lucius Dills, Roswell,
far'sr few days' stay at turned this week from an extended around Silver City.
was
iu
kneeling
plain sight. Again
kis firm ia Culecado.
of the 1919 graduation Class f the Mri. Frank Staplin, Farmington aad
Weleoaia home, oh, soldier boys-G- ee,
visit to Kuswcll. bis former home.
Aldo Leopold will retire as secre down he said "Thank yon God for
Santa Fe High School last Friday Mrs. W. F. Cantelou, Oklahoma. The
we're proud of yoal
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I
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don't
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of
the
any
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your
Albuquerque
loiaaer Senator K. C. Craiiipton oi J. Frank Curn, Wagon Mound tary
was presented by the State Santa Fe charter members present
sun
In
rain
the
Hun,
and
fought
night
you
on August 1st and return j more, 1 can get myself home now."
Kaion wij
of
board
with
education with a beautiful were: Mrs. George Riddle, Mrs. I.
And
our
hearts
bnj:acsj visitor at the banker and member of the Fourth Commerce
step
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al
saadwich plate, suitably B. Hanna, Mrs. J. H. Walker and
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and a solid gold locket by Mrs. W. E. Griffin. Delicious ice
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it.
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Sammies.
our
'States
district
government and
Geo. 11. WoLater, Cimarron stock-m.ithe city board of education for punc- cream, strawberry short cake, mints
Welcome home, oh, soldier boys
As usual Chama climbed "over the
aad fariotr. sclent a few days
lias
Willard Dixon, of Tucumcari
and attendance. Miss Rich and coffee were served. Beautiful
west with prows a foam.
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Speed
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Mr.
A.
O.
the
loan.
Governor
I.arrarolo
in
Victory
spent top
of early June flowers
in Sui'a Ke am business tliis week, 'arrived and assumed his duties in the
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of
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Hall
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week
last
the
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And oh! you're welcome home!
Slate University and also the meet- its success.
a few days with his son
E. P. Davies a member of the and will meet' once a month with
DAVIS.
is (. n1
CARLYLE
Mrs.
JOHN
The quota for Chama was $3,900;
ing of the board of regents of the
The Sanla Fe Chamber of
Wyty i'axsuuv clerk al the U. S
city board presented the gifts at the the different members.
she raised $(,(XX). The quota for Rio
Court.
conclusion of the High School comimerce will meet the third Tuesday University.
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With
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raisOccupied
she
was
$25,000;
Afnba county
l..f irU ui,,tih dnrini' I U e klltlimcr
mencement, which took place in the Fort Stanton Will Celebrate
of Commencement
Victor fterchtold left Monday for ed $31750. It can not be said this is
The people of Fort Stanton will
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Jonatkaa H. Warner, Superinten- the next meeting being June 17th.
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survey party
expects
A 15. Hale of Fort Sunnier has acwith greater festivities and amuse
sweet girl graduates and promising Mrs. Turrey Entertained
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or
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from
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to
just
graduated
young
school
School and grammar
graduagiven
Central's train dispatcher's offer for
lOimnrirranf address.
evening at Deming by Mr.). the first place, there will be a bar
ous committees ot trie county, jney ttons, all ot wntcJt were very large- Tuesday
a few weeks, after which he expeils the Santa Fe High School.
James Albert Turvey, m honor of becue and a dinner for everybody
A caniouftiged
were an interesting collection and ly attended.
automobile
with to return to De flara county.
Captain and Mrs. Freeman, who are who attends; there will be amuse
Miss Myrtle Collatt, of Sulphur, those who were fortnnate enough
This week at the Loretto Audito- there from Columbus for a few weeks' ments of various kinds. $1000 ha,
letTtiiting ufficera in charge arrived
n Suf Fn last nUht. The of-- i
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USE THE BETTER KIND

It pays to supply your table with quality
as
products,
Chase & Sanborn's Coffee.
Hunts Canned Fruits.
Richelieu Canned Vegetables.
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H. S. KAUNE & CO.
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1

Coal Yard
Capital
Wholesale and Retail Coal and Wood

'

PHONE 85

Cerrillos Lump
Cerrillos Egg
Sugarite Grate
O'Mera Lump
Sugarite Nut
Raton Lump
Smithing Coal
Yankee Lump
Anthracite, all
Steam Coal
Coke
Cord Wood, Sawed Wood, Native Kindling
OFFICE Montezuma Avenue
F. Depot.
T. &
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r
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Oil and Investment Possibilities

Ind loa ever consider what it would mean to New Mexico if oil or
was discovered at our very door. If you are an investor in oil
shares dcii'i tmt ail your eggs in one basket. If eu have invested
in sirorra tield, take a "flyer" at home production, and help us
"bring home the bacon." The biggest slice has beea cut by L.
ti. Crawford, who owns the Crawford ranch, just north of El
I 5o, aad who ia sporty enough to agree, to deed our shareholders
a snofifrh ratrrest ia his ranch propeaty in case oil or gas is not
fnnad as Bearing raaatities.

have to (e
te atrfke nil
wa war vadUy IWd nertk
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new.

The El Paae Craeaeae
Petrwlif areas
The anticlines in the Cretaceous
around El Paso are very likely to
contain oil, and may contain it in

APPLICATION.

well-payi-

I hereby make application lor
non assessable shares in the MESILLA
herewith find

CAPITAL

$100,000 00

PAR VALUE

$1.00

imi!TttnTJt3OTi

9Hi
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folly pard and
OIL CO and
as payment la full

$

PONT WAIT

' ss

soft drink
brofessioiMal
men.
men.
ef

Fnv hu.nss
men of frU-- - tjolf , bowl.n.tenni.
shooting, riding. For everybody, is belle
the year Vound. Bevo
refreshment for wholesome thirst- a.t invigorating soft drink. Ideal for
the athlete or the man in physical or
mental training $ood to train and
gain on. Healthful and appetizing.
ST.LOUIS
ever-ther-

e.

rV;i Lam
Aar.i.ata)

Hlwe. Cos
llignrdt
' SANTA FE, S. al

MAIL TODAY

aap!TI"0wce'1i

JTMA

aarnUiiUiliaiHi(i.M

Mesilla Valley Oil Company
I

J

US C. Main St., El
CAPITALIZATION
A

$100,000.00

Pao,

.

ANHEUSER-BUSC- H

VALLEY

Signed
Address

Medlla Valley Oil Company

T.

W

MRS ILL A VALLEY OIL CO,
IIS E. Main St, El Pae. Teeae.

exceedingly well developed and lies
well.
There are other destriers
around which they are also

Pat.

1919

;

quantity. There is every
reason why they should. Nor should
the wells be vert- deep to reach it.
In the vafley north of El Paso the
Cretaceous should not be very deep.
West of the Fintey mountains it is

US E. Main St., El

m.

H

Oa will never bo aaearthed at oar deer UNLESS NEW MEXICO
give lean! aratpeetara their aappart.
DONT ieveat mere than yea aaa afford, bat INVEST a little ta each
heaae prejaxt and the aaaist tneae who are giving their time aad
saeaey ta anake New Meaica the greatest ail center la tbe world. -

-
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PRESIDENT AUSTIN D. CRILE
State College, N. M.
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SHOT FOR YOU IF WE BRING IN A WELL. AND
? ? ? to 1 she!
against ita essibititiee.
BUT la caea ef failnra tbe ewaer of ear land gaarnateee yea
aaaiaat any aeasible leee by deediag ear ehareheUera A
tatareet ia ISM acre, ef Rie Crania Valley lead which ia
ceaaerva lively aaUaaated aa beiag worth at least (1M.M aa acre.
2S M of sleek ia a virgin field anight be werth fSJMJtX
IS). iavaeted with a at this etage might bring yew SIM.
mM ef shares la a "wfld eat well baa beea kaewa ta pay
A

riOf-- . E. M. SKEATS, Petroleum Geologist and Engineer.
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College of Agriculture
its best school year,
been one thousand
there
have
time
which
ing
attendance.
diers and students
THAT
College offers standard courses in
Agriculture, Engineering, Home Economics, and
General
THAT the College has the best Trade School in
the Southwest, with complete
Auto Mechanics
equipment and adequate teaching force.
THAT the College offers the
Vocational Education.
teacher training
THAT there is a Reserve Officers' Training Corps
at the College. All male students are furnisked
uniform free; and advanced students, uniform aall
$12.00 a month; with the advantages of sitnmtr
camps.
THAT this institution is a winner in athletics. It
has a beautrfhta campus and a splendid climata
THAT board, room, heat, and ligfet cost only $20
a month; anJ tuition for the year $8.
The fall term ripens Sepltenfber 30.
For full parflrtilars write today to

.

OIL GEOLOGY FOR THE LAYMAN

M.
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New Mexico fruit will soon be
morin to market. The Pecoa Val- 'tey peach should find ready Mle in) At the Cathedral of .t. Francis
'
other parts of the state. A little
Monday morning Miss Beatrix Baca
would be helpful to the of Las Vega aad Kemigio Mondra-go- n
of this easy were married iu
prodvter and consumer.
the presence af maay friends. Act,
LieMteuant
efficiatiag.
otera.or Benjamin F. Monagnor Fcurohegu,
wedding
Parkey has purchased the De Vargas Following the eeremony
now breakfast was served at the Kane
grant of about 100.000 acres. He New
of Mr. Mondragon on Palace avenue.
owns arr.ond itlO.OU) acres in
Mexico hi old farm ia Kansas
in
Grand Ball For Soldiers
10,000 acres, a thousand acre farm
Colorado, aad a big ranch in the
Tbe Santa Fe Band will give a
Pecos Vtiry of Texas.
grand ball tomorrow night at the
,
Armory in honor of the soldiers and
i
EYE EAR NOSE AND THROAT
The winter wheat crop in bew sailors who have returned to this
city. A IJapfece orchestra will play
Juit retwnted (rent Chicam . Mexico accordiag to the latest government estirrmte, will exceed four the lively dance music and George
NEW MEDICAL TREATMENT
million bushel and the spring around Armijo will deliver the welcome ada million and half bushel. New Mex- - dress, no admission anil be charged.
Impreved Cataraet Operatiwa
m ku. tc
fr e ftvtnnrr and
PERFECT FITTINO OF CLASSES makes extra fine flour. Try the home
Laufhlia Block
Sanaa Fe fleur.

ing tke washing without backbreaking
labor. It can all be dene and we shall be
very glad indeed to prove it to you. And
tke ost is not excessive. Come and see how
electricity wfll do nearly all your housework.
SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT COMPANY
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HOUSEWORK BY ELECTRICITY

fj Pane Meming
ef Saawday. May
-

THAT the
Mechanic Arts has

dy

is a boon to women. Think of running the
machine with the weaving1 treadle. Of do-
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POWER RATE
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